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Introduction This document has been producedas an aide-
memoire for the participants in the Butler Cox
Foundation 1989 Study Tour. Delegatesvisited
supplier and userorganisations in Massachusetts
and California. Each section recordsthe details
of the presentations made duringthe tour.
The information presentedhereis essentially that
providedby the hostorganisationsat the time of
the visits. Care has been taken to reflect this
informationas faithfully as possible, although
working from spokenpresentations, and without
afull transcript, neither completenessnortotal
accuracy can be guaranteed. Manyofthe host
organisations provided Butler Cox with copies of
the visual aids used during the presentations, and
a selection of these has been included where
appropriate.
Weshould againlike to record our thanksto all
of the organisations and individual people we
visited. We believe that these notes will help the
delegates to derivethe fullest benefit from avery
informative and highly intensive tour.
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Tim Sloane, Director, Consultant Relations,
welcomed Study Tour delegates and introduced
the speakers and the program forthevisit. The
speakers were:
♥ Ken Olisa, Senior Vice President, World-

wide Marketing.
♥ Roger Sullivan, Director, Wang Integrated

Office Systems Marketing.
♥ Steve Lavine, Director, User Interfaces and

Artificial Intelligence.
♥ Tom Haywood, Planning Manager.
♥ Ken Russo, Operations Manager, MIS.

Wang☂s vision of the future
MrOlisa described the background to Wang☂s
vision of the future by demonstrating how
computer technology has been introduced into
organisations to date. He identified five stages:
♥ Theisolated mainframe era.
♥ Theera of online terminals linked to main-

frames and the integration of mainframes.
♥ Theintroduction of minicomputers around

mainframesin orderto satisfy the depart-
mental needs of businesses.

♥ Theintroduction of microcomputers around
the minicomputer network. (IBM hassold
approximately 26 million PCs, and yet
systems managersarestill likely to ignore
the technology.)

♥ Theera of local area networks providing
gateways to mainframes.

MrOlisa described the presentsituation, where
many systems managers havelost control and
where technical infrastructures are increasingly
fragile because they have not been well
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Wang

designed. The case used to cost-justify the
introduction of technology in many organi-
sations is often shallow, and the opportunity to
exploit technologyis often lost. The job of the
systems managershould be to manageall of an
organisation☂s information. This information
may be in the form of data, text, voice, or image.
Wang☂s vision of the future is one in whichall
this information coexists, is integrated, and is
actively managed and exploited.
At present, use of facsimile equipment is
increasing rapidly. It is being introduced into
organisations in much the same ways as PCs
were introduced. Wang sees facsimile tech-
nology as an integral part of image processing
and, as such, has integrated it into the Wang
Integrated Image System (WIIS). Problems with
the use of computer technology are perceived
as a potential limitation, and consequently,
Wangis actively developing user interfaces to
WIIS that will overcomethis problem.To this
end, Freestyle (described later) has recently
been introduced.

The Wang Integrated Image System (WIIS)
In 1988, Wang carried out a survey of a large
US-based insurance organisation. Mr Sullivan
said that the survey showedthat only 10 per
cent of the company☂s active information was
being processed and managed with any form of
electronic technology. The other 90 per cent was
managed bythe use of paper, or was held on
microfilm, as shownin Figure 1, overleaf. The
fact that, in many organisations, the whole
systems budget is being spent managing just 10
per cent of the total information, shows the
potential for systems that can include paper-
based information. Because much of the
information recorded on paperor microficheis
handwritten, existing computer systems are not
able to deal with it. Image processing systems
are being designedtofill this gap.
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Figure 1 The impactof IT on information management
Mostinformation is not managed by electronic systems

Online officeautomation x .Online data processing

Paper or 90%microfiche   
Currently, packaged image processing systemsaccount for only 5 per cent of the market. Mostimage applications are being developed in-house. This is expected to change in much thesame way as the marketfor payroll packageschanged. The main purchasers of image systemsare endusers; systems departments often simplyreact to events, and try to integrate imagesystems with other corporate systems. MrSullivan believes that the majority of imageprocessing systemswill ultimately need to beintegrated with corporate IT facilities, and thatsystems managers therefore need to becomemore active in managing the technology.
Potential areas of applicationWIIS wasintroduced in 1986 and, to date, 250systems have been sold, 50 per cent of whichhave beeninstalled. The breakdown of sales byindustry sector is shown in Figure 2. Mr Sullivanlisted someareas in which image systems mightpotentially be applied:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Sales of WIIS, by sector

Sector Per cent
Government 49
Banking 8
Insurance 8
Manufacturing 13
Services 14
Other 8   
    

The effectiveness of many governmentbodies dependsontheirability to manageand make available large volumes ofdocuments. A particularly good example ofthis is the managementof records such asbirth, marriage, and death certificates.
Banks increasingly compete on a globalbasis, but have little opportunity to dif--ferentiate their products except throughcustomer-service levels. Theability to trackcorrespondenceandto routeit through theorganisation improves responsiveness tocustomerneeds and to customer enquiries.Image-based processing is becoming apowerful weapon in the search for com-petitive advantagein this area.
Both in claims processing and in under-writing, the insurance industry isdependent onthe efficient processing oflarge volumesof paperwork. Traditionally,this has meantthat clerical staff effectivelycontrol the business, retrieving and proc-essing documents. Image systems aremakingit possible for insurance companiesto redefine the flow of work through theorganisation, and to improve efficiency andcustomerservice.
The advent of just-in-time systems hasmeant that manufacturing companies areable to process a greater volume ofpaperworkin support of smaller batch sizes.Much of the transaction-based paperworkassociated with purchasing, receivinggoods, manufacturing, and invoicing can beadministered by image systems.

The components of WisAn image processing system consists of variouscombinations of the following components:
Scanner:It is possible to scan up to 200Pages per minute, on double-sided paper,if required.
OCR indexing: Documents can be indexedusing the information from

a

fixed positionon the page, such as a purchase-ordernumber. Similarly, different forms can beassociated by using common identificationdata from the forms, as in the case ofmultiple-page tax returns.
Optional disc drives: WORM technology isused. Image-compression algorithmsallow
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20,000 imagesperside to be stored. Current
discs are 12☝, but are soon likely to be
reduced to 5.5☝.

♥ Facsimile: Facsimile can be used to input
or output images to or from WIS.

♥ Jukebox: A jukebox allows access to
multiple optical discs and drives, with each
jukebox providing for 3.5 million images. By
adding multiple jukeboxes, storage capacity
can be increased to over 100 million images.

♥ Wang VS products: The heart of WIIS is the
Wang VS processorand software. Multiple
VS machines can be integrated using local
area networks, and integration with
mainframes can be provided.

♥ Screens: Wang provides high-resolution
monitors, but alternatively, PC ATs or
clones equipped with Hercules boards can
be used. Colour is not yet supported.

♥ Applications development: Applications
can be developed by using standard
languages such as Cobol, Fortran, Oracle,
and Focus.

Reliability and performance
Reliability levels have been very high, although
the scanner works on the sameprinciple as a
photocopier, and therefore needsto be operated
with care. Performance levels currently
achievable provide access to an image in under
30 seconds. If the technology is to be used to
support telephone enquiries, careful attention
will need to be paid to staff training to ensure
that the wait period is used constructively and
does not lead to customer dissatisfaction.
Response times are likely to improve as re-
pository technology develops and as
communications technology improves.

Payback
Experience to date has shownthat savings in
floor space resulting from the reduction in paper
storage facilities, and productivity improve-
ments arising from the redesign of workflows,
lead to payback periods of about 12 or 13
months. Other unquantified, but probably more
significant, advantages arise from improved
levels of customerservice. The applications with
the highest returns are those that involve
responding to random queries, or that require
access to random information in the
organisation.
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The development of Freestyle
Mr Lavine described the Freestyle product,
which hehad beenresponsible for developing
as a front end to WIIS. He drew a comparison
between using a pencil and using a computer.
The pencil is the ideal communications device.
Oncea personlearnsto write, the facility is easy
to use. This contrasts with the computer
keyboard, whichis easy to learn, but complex
to use because of the need to interact, via
software, with the machine. For many computer
users, the ad hoc nature of computer usage
causes further difficulties.
Freestyle, which consists of a digitiser pad and
an electronic pencil, has been developed to
overcomethese problems and to make WIIS easy
to use. By using the pencil, it is possible to
☁write☂ an electronic document. The image of
whatever is ☁written☂ on the digitiser pad is
immediately available on the screen. The
document canalso be erased, using the ☁eraser☂
end of the electronic pencil.
Voice messagescan also be associated with, and
stored with, an image. Any image can be
recalled or routed elsewhere on the system,
along with handwritten notes (entered via the
digitiser), and verbal notes (entered via a
telephone). Via a window/icon facility, and
using the pencil to point to the required facility,
a user can operate the system without a
keyboard, although a small keyboard device is
available.
Freestyle was demonstrated running on a
286-based PC equipped with 640k of memory
and a Hercules graphics card. Response was
immediatevia the digitiser, and voice playback
was of very high quality.

The use of WIIS in Wang
The contracts maintenance organisation (CMO)
within Wang represents a business of
$650 million turnover, and its administration has
traditionally been based on the batching and
clerical processing of paperwork. It is
responsible for contracts maintenance and
billing. In 1986, a decision was taken to use
image processing technology in order to improve
productivity and increase customersatisfaction.
The implementation process has been phased,
and during this process, more users have been
brought onto the system.
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Thelargest part of the current application is thecall-charge system. This involves the processingof engineers☂ activity reports, arising frommaintenance workthat is to be charged on atime-and-materialbasis. Activity reports showthe details of the work, which is used as thebasis for billing. Some 125,000 reports permonthare processed. The major benefit of usingan image-based system is that CMOstaff are nowable to respond to customer queries rapidly andefficiently, and are also in a better position tomanage the outstanding debt. The paybackperiod on theoriginal investment was ninemonths. Previously, many disputes wereunresolved becauseof the difficulties associatedwith retrieving information and confirmingsignatories on work-completion documents.
Image processing is also used for archivinginvoices.Thisis an integral part of the contracts-management process. CMO has provided wideaccess to this information, and madeit possible

to produce duplicate copies, or to fax a copy toa customer, automatically.

Demonstration
During the lunchperiod, delegates were able tosee demonstrations of Freestyle and to watcha video illustrating users☂ experiences ofimplementing image processing systems. Thedemonstration showed how easy Freestyle is touse. The technology is new (it was introducedearly in 1989) but Wang is committed to theprinciple of making it easier to access WIS.

User experience confirmed that the pioneeringdays with image processing are over. Severalsignificant applications were described,includingthoseof British Airwaysin the UnitedKingdom, AAA in the United States, andgovernment applications in France and theNetherlands.
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Open Software Foundation

Presentations on the Open Software Foundation
(OSF) were given by David Tory, President and
Chief Executive Officer, Alex Morrow, Vice-
President, Strategy, and Donal O☂Shea, Vice
President, Operations.
OSF was founded in May 1988 by a group of IT
suppliers who were concerned about barriers to
growth in the Unix market. They realised that
they could no longer afford to support their own
proprietary versions of the Unix operating
system. This was too expensive, and there was
a need for standard industry products. At that
time, the Unix market was very fragmented,
with around 200 versions of Unix available.
They wereall basically similar, but they were
incompatible in termsof their functionality. The
result was that independent software vendors
were not prepared to develop application
software for the Unix environment, and this
was thought to be limiting growth in the market.
AT&T, the Unix licence owner, had effectively
divided the market in orderto rule overit, so
the OSF sponsors decided to combine in order
to lower their costs of supporting the Unix
operating system, and thereby enlarge the total
Unix market. OSF would also provide a very
good market research capability for them.

The sponsors are Apollo, Bull, Digital Equip-
ment, Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi, IBM, Nixdorf,
Philips, and Siemens. They agreed to provide
funding of $122 million on the basis of
$4.5 million each,for three years. OSF has three
kinds of organisation as partners. These are end
users of operating software, independentsoft-
ware vendors who wish to develop application
software for the market, and the hardware
vendors themselves.
Commercial organisations pay an annual
subscription of $25,000, not-for-profit organi-
sations pay $5,000 per annum,and university
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departments pay $2,000 per annum. There are
currently 94 members. OSF believesthat this
wide membership givesit a balanced view of the
industry and of market needs. The OSF
management team is made up of a chairman and
chief executive, five functional vice-presidents,
and a general counsel. It aims to employ around
220 staff by the end of 1989 ♥ 60 percent in
software engineering, and the remainder in
research and development. Currently, it
employs 125 people. Its operations are located
in the east and west of the United States, in
Europe, in Japan, and shortly in China.
OSF is a not-for-profit research and develop-
ment organisation, and its charter is the
developmentandlicensing of open software for
the benefit of the whole information-processing
industry. It aims to be self-funding by 1992. Its
seven guiding principles are:
♥ Its offerings are based on relevant industry

standards.
♥ It uses an openprocessto solicit inputs and

technology.
♥ Itapplies a timely, vendor-neutral decision

process.
♥ It provides early and equal access to

specifications, and continuing development
for all its members.

♥ Its implementations are hardware-inde-
pendent.

♥ It offers fast, reasonable, and stable
licensing terms.

♥ It maintains awareness through research
and university participation.

It intends to provide offerings of three types:
♥ Software products consisting of specifi-

cations, architecture-neutral code, and
validation suites.
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♥ General services, such as publications,education, and consultancy.
♥ Memberservices, such as meetings and☁porting☂ laboratories.
OSF☂s product strategy is to provide opensoftware thatwill act as a buffer between threegroups. Between endusers and the independentsoftware vendors, it will provide an inde-pendent user interface, and between theindependent software vendors and the hard-ware vendors, it will provide an applicationsenvironment ♥ in particular, a standard versionof the Unix operating system.
OSFwill develop its product offerings, first, byissuing an openinvitation to any organisationto submit sample products.It will then carry outan open review-and-development process,which will be controlled by the OSF members.It will make its product offerings available toanyone, on paymentof a standard licence fee.
Its first offering is OSF/Motif, which is agraphical user interface. The request fortechnology (RFT) was published in July 1988,and it expects the first sample product to beavailable in July 1989. It chose the graphicaluserinterfaceasits first product partly becausethere is a pressing need for a good standard, andpartly because the user interface typicallyaccounts for 30 per cent of operating-systemcode.It is an important competitive area andOSF expects to issue hundred of thousands ofOSF/Motif licences. IBM itself has welcomed thedevelopment of Motif and intendsto useit asits strategic user interface forits Unix products.The main inputs from which Motif is beingdeveloped camefrom Digital Equipment, Micro-soft, and Hewlett-Packard. OSF expects that notonly will Motif be used in a Unix environment,but that it will also be transferred to non-Unixenvironments, such as OS/2 and VMS.
OSF☂s second productwill be a standard kernelfor the Unix operating system, to be calledOSF/1. This will be based on IBM☂s AIX/3, which
is a completely new version developed by IBM
and is very different from its earlier AIX/2.
However, OSF intends to augment the AIX/3specification. The key difference between OSF/1
and AIX/3is thatit will be more portable ♥ in
fact, OSF has incorporated some ideas drawnfrom the Carnegie Mellon University MACH

operating system.It will also be more modular,efficient, extensible, and maintainable.
OSFhas proposed a development partnershipprogrammewith its members, with the objectiveof reducing the time required to bring a newproduct to market, by providing members withearly access to the technologyin the form of avendor kit, an applications kit, an untesteduniversity version, and a fully-testedcommercial version. OSF will also set up a☁portability☂ laboratory in which vendormembers can locate their own softwaredevelopment team to work closely with OSFstaff to develop the portability features of anynew software product.

Another OSFinitiative is the ☁architecturallyneutral distribution facility☂ (ANDF). OSF istrying to develop a scheme under which anapplication can be developed once, but bedistributed across manydifferent architectures.In other words, it wants a single format forsoftware distribution that is hardware-independent ♥ what it describes as ☁shrink-wrapped☂ software. Instead of compiling itsapplications right down to operating machinecode, OSF would haveanintermediate step thatwould be distributed, possibly to many differentenvironments, and then be finally compiled bya local translator on the target hardware.
The next RFT that OSFintendsto issuewill bein the field of inter-operability. At present,there are many proprietary approachesto thisproblem, but there is no single industrystandard. OSFhasset up three special-interestgroups. Oneis in basic communications, one isin the distributed-computing environment, andone is in network management and systemsadministration. These working groups havebeen looking at what needs to be done toachieve inter-operability, and at how a singlesoftware environment can be created. OSFexpects to issue the very complicated RFT inJuly 1989.

In reply to a question about security, OSF saidthat OSF/1 would have a much higherlevel ofsecurity than any current versions of Unix, butthat it would certainly not satisfy centralgovernment or banking requirements. Thesewould need to be provided through hardwarerather than software.
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Inreply to asecond question, about prominent
Unix suppliers who are not members of OSF,
such as Unisys, NCR, and Apple, OSF said that
these companies hadnotjoinedoriginally, either
because they were suspicious of IBM☂s motives
in sponsoring OSF,or in Apple☂s case, because
they believed that they already had significant
advantage in the market. However, OSF did say
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that it was in very close contact with these
companies and expected them to join at some
convenient later time.

The Foundation delegates were impressed by
the objectives and methods of OSF, but some
expressed scepticism about the motives of the
OSF sponsors.
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Babson College

Study Tour delegates attended a one-dayconference at the Center for InformationManagementStudies (CIMS) at Babson College,entitled ☁Information Systems in Transition☂.CIMSis a consortium of major companiesin theNew Englandarea that havejoined with BabsonCollege to find new ways of improving the useof information systems. The conference was alsoattended by US systems executives fromorganisations that are sponsors of the CIMSprogramme.
The conference agenda was designed to provideinsights into the ☁winning technologies☂ of the1990s and into ways of managing them.Summaries of the presentations made at theconference are set out below.

Megatrends for the 1990s
The scene-setting session was given by JerryKanter, Executive Director of CIMS. He sug-gested that there were ten megatrends thatwere important for business people who wishto maintain effective systems operations. Hebriefly described these as follows:
More powerin less ☁real estate☂
Mr Kanter began by saying that technologicaldevelopments, like the Intel 486 chip with1.2 million transistors, was continuing the trendtowards more power in less space. Otherpowerful trends are CASE tools, optical-discstorage, and optical fibre. Although, to someextent, these were changesin degree,the timewas approaching whensuch changesin degreewould becomechangesin kind.
The medium influences the messageThe means by which communications aretransmitted are increasingly affecting themessageitself. Mr Kanter quoted optical fibreand EDI as examples.

The office-less office
Althoughthe needfor paperis unlikely ever todisappear, technology offers the opportunity toremove much paperwork,and even offices, byallowing people to work awayfrom city centres,in their homes. The technology must, however,become more user-friendly in new ways beforesuch a vision can berealised.
☁The shoemaker☂s children shall notgo barefoot☂
MrKanterpointed out the growing importanceof CASE. There is continuing pressure to cutcosts in the systems environment, and sinceabout 60 per cent of a systems department☂sbudget is spent on people, CASE can have atremendous impact. Systems people are,however, reluctant to use their owntools.
Data: an inexhaustible resourceThe United Statesstores vast quantities of datain both public and private research centres.Data, orat least references to it, can be capturedand usedaspart of a public or private networkto provide a powerful resource.
Cluster management and ☁groupware☂The cluster-management conceptis differentfrom theclassic hierarchically structured organi-sational approach. Essentially, it means thatproblemsare solved by small groups of people,selected on the basis of their ability to con-tribute, and not on the basis of where theyfeature in the organisational hierarchy. Thesepeople do not necessarily have to share the samegeographic location. ☁Groupware☂ is a genericname for the technology ( such as local areanetworks, wide area networks, and video-conferencing)that links members ofthe cluster.
Information literacyThe emphasis in the future must be oninformation literacy, even though,in thepast,
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it has been easier to obtain funding for
hardware expenditure than for training the
people whoareto useit.

Parallel processing, neutral networks,
and expert systems
Powerful parallel processors,like those installed
at the Dow Jones newsretrieval service, will
herald a new era of information access and
processing. Neutral networks are designed to
emulate the human thinking process. Expert-
system applications are likely to be common-
place in the 1990s.
Strategic vision means losing sight
of the forest and the trees♥
enter pragmatic planning
Amore pragmatic view of planning is emerging
as managementis becoming weary of long-range
strategic planning. The emphasis will be on a
more pragmatic approach to systemsplanning,
even though this may meanthatit will have to
be more short-term.
The redoubtable human factor
Mr Kantersaid that although wetalk a lot about
the human factor in technology, we have not
really understood it. Executives will not, as a
rule, wish to spend muchtime learning to use
the technology.

The strategic use of information systems
Chris Demos, Senior Business Advisor to the IT
division of Federal Express, began by emphasis-
ing that business competition is now global.
Companies from a multitude of nations areall
in the process of deciding what factors will give
them competitive advantage.
He said that, unquestionably, IT provides
Federal Express with its competitive edge; it is
what sets Federal Express apart from its
competitors. Federal Express is part of a
$10billion air-expressdelivery industry. Its own
share is over $4 billion. The company also
knows, however, that it must continue to
innovate and enhanceits systems to maintain
its competitive position. To meet the challenge,
Federal Express has created an extensive
worldwide air/ground network of over 200
aircraft, over 22,000 vehicles, and more than
63,000 people. These numbers demandskilled
management, both in human and technological
terms.
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The ability to manage informationiscritical for
productivity in Federal Express. The company
considers it to be so critical that it devotes
almost five per centof its revenue(that is, about
$200 million) to information and telecommuni-
cations systems. Pouring moneyinto technology
however, is not enough. Before deciding to
invest, Federal Expressasksitself whether the
technology will support its employees, and
whether it will serve its customers.
Mr Demos emphasised the importance of
corporate culture in achieving Federal Express☂s
objective. The basic corporate philosophy is
☁people, service, and profit☂. The company
believes that people are the basic ingredientfor
innovation, and that it is people who make
information systemsstrategic. It is people who
serve customers better and increase
productivity.
He then went on to describe the software
environments in which Federal Express
operates, and the supporting computer
operation and telecommunications network.
Federal Express☂s information systemsfall into
four categories:
♥ Software environments.
♥ Commercial.
♥  Air/ground operations.
♥ Customerservice.
Of the commercial systems, the human
resources information system, PRISM,is worth
noting. Through PRISM, each manager can
access accurate, timely information for each
employee, from any Federal Express terminal.

The COMETSsystem supports the operational
side of the business. It is an airline software
system. COMETS gives operating units near
realtime updates of traffic demands, weather,
equipment status, and any operational data
necessary to meet Federal Express☂s service
commitments. The company☂s service goal is
100 per cent on-time deliveries, which it meets
between 98 and 99 per cent of the time. It is
a huge operation, with over 1,300 facilities
worldwide.
The SUPERSYSTEM is a ground system that
incorporatesall information about everyflight.
Information includes the mechanical status of
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the plane, the gate for each flight, the fuelrequirement,load data, the names of crew, andso on. The plan is to extend the system toincorporate graphic displays, tracking eachflight☂s progress on route maps, and determiningweatherinformation. Modelling techniques andartificial intelligence should improvenight-timeoperation.
COSMOSis the customer-service system, andalldeliveries aretied in, one wayoranother, to theCOSMOS network. With over 65,000 onlineterminals, it is one of the largest interactivesystemsin the world. It containsall the basiccustomerinformation, including names, accountnumbers, addresses, and pick-up locations. Italso interacts with several other systems anddevices to maintain complete records of eachshipment. When a courier picks up a package,he uses a hand-held computer, called Super-tracker. The location of each package iscontinually updated, andit should never changehands without the system being updated. Theresult is that any Federal Express agent aroundthe world can ask COSMOSabout a package ordocumentandtell the customer the exact timeit was delivered and who signed forit.
To keep up with the growing demandforthemovement of information, Federal Express☂svoice and data networks have been migrated toa digital network. A satellite-based system hasalso been developed and, together with othercommunication developments, an integratednetwork,called I-NET, has been created.
All this, Mr Demos reiterated, has been achievedby creating an organisational environmentthatfosters autonomy and risk-taking and toleratesfailure ♥ whathecalled a ☁power environment☂,where people have more power and are morewilling to take risks, and where technologytherefore thrives.

The future for strategic or
competitive-advantage systems
John Cunningham, of Competitive Tech-nologies, Inc., began by quoting the results ofa survey in which CIOs and CEOs werequestioned about the significance of thestrategic use of IT. For both types of respondent,the pattern had changed between 1985 and 1989(see Figures 1, 2, and 3).
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Figure 1 A CIO priority
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He then went on to describetherole of service(as Opposed to products) in many markets.Eighty per cent of purchasedecisions are based
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ona combination of the quality of the product
and the service (as opposed to either without
the other).

Traditionally, people use technology to support
operations and improve productivity; by using
technology to support product and service
developments, a company can differentiate
itself and improve market access. The benefits
of technology are thus multiplied, and the
organisation becomes a winnerrather than just
an ☁also ran☂ in the race to be ahead of the
competition.

He also supported the view that Europe was
likely to be at a disadvantage in the competitive
race in the future because of high wagerates,
and he showedfiguresto justify this view (see
Figure 4).
 

Figure 4 Wage rates in advanced technologyindustries
 Average Average1980 1985 1988 4963-1988 1988-1993
 

 

       
Germany $12.33 9.56 18.16 12.93 24.55
Japan 5.61 6.47 12.94 8.75 17.03
United States 9.84 12.96 13.98 13.03 CI) 
   
 

Issues for the 1990s ♥ a survey
of IS executives
Jerry Kanter, Executive Director of CIMS,
introduced the discussion of issues that arise in
managing the information systems function by
describing the results in a survey of 55 US
systems managers and the 29 non-US systems
managers who were on the Butler Cox Study
Tour. A copy of the questionnaire is included
on pages 19 to 21. The results of the survey are
shown in Figure 5. Some of the interesting
points to emerge from the survey are:

♥ Thefive most highly rankedissues are the
same for US and non-US executives,
although the ordervaries.

♥ Twoissuesare rated significantly higher by
US executives ♥ the importance of
effective application development pro-
cedures, and cost containment.

♥ Twoissuesare rated significantly higher by
non-US executives ♥ the availability of a
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tested security/back-up plan, and company-
wide education programmesfor end users
and information systems personnel.

During a panel discussion, the results of the
survey werediscussed and the following points
were raised.
Availability of a tested security/back-up plan
It was noted that during the morning☂s pre-
sentation, Federal Express had admitted to
giving low priority to a tested security plan in
the past. This seemed to reflect a general
attitude among US information systems execu-
tives, who rated this issue 12th out of 18listed
in the questionnaire. Non-US executives rated
it sixth. This was probably dueto the fact that
the issue had received wide media coverage
throughout Europe. Both US and non-US
executives agreed that it was particularly
difficult to gain approval for investment in
security and back-up arrangements.
The skills mix and motivation of
information systems personnel
Both groups rated this an important issue
although, during the discussion, it was pointed
out that the importanceattached to education
programmes for end users and information
systems personnel was very low. US executives
ranked it 17th, and non-US executives ranked
it 13th. One possible explanation for this was
 

Figure 5 Information systems executives resident
outside the US accord different levels of
importance to particular issues

enking by:
sue us ☁NonUS

Rapport and credibility with senior management 1 2
☁Knowledgeof the business 2 3
Ability to recognise and exploit strategic systemsopportunities 3 1
Long-rangevision and plan 4 5
☁Skills mix and motivation of l/Spersonnel 5 4
Moreeffective use of telecommunications 6 9
☁The establishmentof the overall corporate VS architecture 7 7
Employment of effective application developmentprocedures 8 2
Improved level of system connectivity 9 8
Cost control andcontainment 10 14
Reporting level of the US organisation n 10
Availability of a tested security/back-up plan 12 6
Knowledgeof state-of-the-art technology 13 6
Development and implementation of /S standards and policies 14 a
Selection and use of vendorfthird-party systems 8 8
☁Managing use of personal computers (set standards,training, and so on) 6 7
☁Company-wide education program for end-users and US personnel 7 18
Exploitation of new tachnologias as they become available 8 16   

1,
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that the wording of the question on educationimplied that such education programmes wouldbe coordinated centrally within an organisation.Often, this is difficult to achieve. There waswidespread agreementduring the discussion onthe need for improvedlevels of education andtraining, particularly for information systemsstaff.
Managing the use ofpersonal computersIt was noted that both groups accordedthis issuelittle importance, reflecting the fact thatresponsibility for personal computer systemshad beenclearly delegated to end users.
Focusing on theright issuesAs a general conclusionto the discussion on thesurvey, the question of whether or notinformation systems executives were tacklingthe right issues was discussed. It was pointedout that those issues that had been rated verylow were, in fact, the issues that were likely togive credibility to the systems function withinthe organisation. By contrast, those issues thathad been rated most highly were generallyassociated with long-term paybacks. Severalspeakers from the floor suggested thatinformation systems executives would be betteroff pursuing someof the more short-term issuesand increasing their standing within theirorganisations.

The impact of globalisation oninformation systems management
Tony Brewer, UK Director of the Butler CoxFoundation, suggested that there are sevenfactorscritical for the success of the systemsdepartment in supporting organisations withinternational operations. These are:
♥ Supporting the global business strategy.
♥ Identifying and reconciling applicationrequirements.
♥ Standardising data across countries,functions, and maybe, businesses.
♥ Establishing a coherent technical archi-tecture.
♥ Implementing and supporting multi-

culturally.
♥ Staying flexible.
♥ Learning and improving.

12

Traditional international companies
Until the early 1980s, academics distinguished
three types of international company. Theycalled them global, multinational, and inter-national. Global firms produced standardcommodity products that were distributedworldwide. Their strength was economies ofscale in R&D, production, and marketing.Examplesincluded consumerelectronicsand oilcompanies. Multinational firms produceddifferentiated products, designed for nationalmarkets. Their strength was market responsive-ness. Examples included food and fast-movingconsumer-goods companies. International firmsproduced a family of similar products atdifferent stages of product evolution andmaturity, which they were able to distributeaccordingto the maturity of worldwide markets.Their strength was the ability to acquiretechnological skills and knowledge, and tomanage their product life cycles. Examplesincluded telecommunications switching andethical pharmaceuticals companies.
These traditional distinctions are now breakingdown. Consumerneeds, advertising, access toproduct information, and wide product distri-bution are becoming universal. Costs andrisksare large andrising,so there is a need to sharefixed costs. Competition is intense, andcompetitive advantage is very difficult tosustain, so organisations need rapid access toworldwide markets.
Global companies
A global company now needsthestrengths ofall three types of international companysimultaneously. Its competitive position inone national market is affected (for betteror worse) by its competitive position in othernational markets.It is therefore different froma domestic company that exports via over-Seas outposts. Examples of global companiesinclude Ford, Matsushita, Procter & Gamble,and IBM.
There are three organisational dimensions ofglobal management (see Figure 6). These arebusiness, with a revenue andprofit orientation,function, with an activity orientation, andgeography, with a customer and productorientation. As firms develop from domestic, viainternational, to global, the relative strengthsof these dimensions can change(see Figure 7).
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Figure 6 Three organisational dimensions
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Figure 7 Examples of dimensional dominance
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There are three sources of competitive
advantage available to global firms. Thefirstis
their ability to exploit geographical differences,
such as the availability of staff, or the cost of
materials, or differences in market demand,or
price flexibility. The secondis their ability to
generate economies of scale, to spread fixed
costs, to speed up learning benefits, and to
maximise buying and selling power. Thethird
is their ability to achieve economies of scope,
such as exploiting access to customers, or a
global brand name, or technical skills and
knowledge.

Global management
Successful global firms have found that they
need to replace three traditional managerial
assumptions by three new rules, in order to
maximise the effectiveness of the whole firm.
Instead of treatingall their operational units as
uniform, they have found that units should be
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differentiated, each doing whatit is best at, in
its own way. Instead of making all their
operational units independent, they have found
that they should deliberately make them
interdependent. Instead of assuming that
leadership and control will come from the top,
they have found that objectives, values, and
control should be shared throughoutthefirm.

There are three main managementtasks in a
global firm. The first is configuration ♥
determining which units should do what, and
where. This depends on local market needs,
costs, and access to resources, and can be
depicted by a global investment matrix (see
Figure 8). The second is coordination ♥
establishing flows within functionsto transfer
skills and information. The third is linkage ♥
establishing flows between functions, and with
suppliers and customers, thereby creating
economiesof scale and scope.It is now possible
to design a global firm so as to maximise its
effectiveness, with the use of IT providing the
☁glue☂ and the☁oil☂.
A crucial characteristic of a global firm is its
organisational environment. This is the unique
combination of structure, roles, skills, styles,
attitudes, aspirations, and history.It is stable,
durable, not easily changed, and can be both an
asset and liability. It should be an asset during
stable conditions, creating internal stability and
efficiency, but it may be a liability during
unstable conditions, resisting change and
inhibiting learning. The organisational
environment determinestheability of the global
firm to devise and implementa globalstrategy.
Limited organisational capability, rather than
poor business or marketingstrategy, is often the
 

Figure 8 The global investment matrix
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greatest constraint on effective globalmanagement.
The role of information systems
managementin global companiesTherole of information systems managementinglobal companies is to enable the firm tomaximise the three sources of competitiveadvantage, and to support the three mainmanagement tasks. To support configuration,the firm needs systemsfor standard costing, forbudgeting, and for monitoring and comparingperformance. To support coordination,the firmneeds team technologies, such as electronicmail, data storage and retrieval, conferencing,business TV, and video. To support linking, thefirm needs systems for market analysis andforecasting, for purchasing and productionscheduling, and for logistics management. Itmay also need inter-organisational systems tolink with suppliers and customers. The firmneedsto use IT to provide communication andlinkage across the global resources matrix (seeFigure 9), and this requires the existence of datastandards and good communications.
Implications for information systemsmanagement
To provide appropriate systems support in aglobalfirm, the systems manager must apply thethree newrules, and carry out the three globalmanagementtasks, within the systems function.He or she mustconfigure, coordinate, andlink,to determine who does what, and where, andto establish what flows where, and to whom.There are no standard models for developing aneffective structure for the systems function ina global organisation. However, Mr Brewer☂sadvice was to concentrate those activities thatare dependenton technical skill and knowledge,
 

Figure 9 Useof IT to provide coordination and linkage

   

and to locate them at the most appropriateplace, butto distribute the systems marketingactivities, and to locate them asclose to thecustomers as possible.
A company cannot have a global businessstrategy without a global telecommunicationsstrategy, but there are many problems increating and managing global networks. Theseinclude rationalising and reconciling nationalcommunications standards, understanding andnegotiating with local service suppliers, andmanaging a network internationally.
There are also many problemsin developing andimplementing global applications. One can drawa map showing how applications relate to thethree forces of business, function, and geo-graphy. Figure 10 showsa typical starting point.The global applications will be located at thecentre. Defining global requirements isfrequently difficult because of the need toreconcile these opposing forces, and applicationsmay changetheir position on the map as therequirements become more global. There willbe problems of defining standard data, and ofintegrating existing applications that were neverdesigned to be integrated. There will also beproblems of implementing global applications,due to national, cultural, and language dif-ferences. It may provedifficult to achieve thebenefits, upon which the applications werefirstjustified, in every country. Finally, there willbe problems of applications support, releaseManagement, and customer service in manydifferent countries.

Alliances and acquisitions are frequently themeans by which global firms develop rapidly,andestablish themselves in worldwide markets.The systems function should be able to
  Figure 10 Application map showing opposing forces
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contribute to their success. Inter-organisational
systems may be needed to establish links
between the partners, and with suppliers and
customers. The critical factor here may be the
lack of business interchange standards, although
these do exist in some industries (for example,
SITPRO, MAP, X.400, SWIFT). The systems
function should be able to help with assessing
acquisition targets byjudging the quality of their
systems management and their data, and the
value of their installed base of applications.
Finally, the systems function mustbe realistic
and recognise that its own organisational
environmentis likely to be morea liability than
an asset. Its traditional structure,roles, skills,
history, reputation, and attitude to users, do not
usually provide a good foundation for ☁going
global☂. The function must also reconcile the
rigidity that often comes with information
systems, with the organisational flexibility
needed by its global parent, if it is to survive
under rapidly changing conditions.

The free-exchange culture
MrLoftin, Principal of the Dooley Group, began
his session by reviewing the current business
environment within which many companies are
operating. He highlighted the following points
as having a major impact on business
performance:
♥ The need to compete in a world marketfor

customers, capital, and resources.
♥ The effect of rationalisation, which usually

means mergers or acquisitions.
♥ Increasing market segmentation, which

means that companies are having to
recognise the demands being made on them
by more and moreclasses of customers.

♥ Theeffects of regulation and deregulation.
♥ The growing pressure to use and exploit

technology.
♥ Changing corporate values, often with a

much more short-term orientation than
before, and structural changes, of a longer-
term nature, caused by national and
international economic situations.

MrLoftin referred to these pressures as the
seeds of chaos. In bad times, organisations are
likely to try to reduce costs, to discontinue
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operations, and to narrow the range of their
investments. Conversely, in healthy economic
conditions, companies are likely to try to
diversify rapidly, to expand by acquisition and
organic growth. For many companies, the
reaction to the need to switch between good
times and bad times very rapidly leads to an
increasingly short-term focus; nowhereis this
more apparent than in the area of information
technology. In organisations that are going
througha period of transition, there is often a
lack of clarity about the roles of employees, an
increased rate of organisational change, and
some instability in product and market
development.Thisis likely to result in a feeling
of crisis among management, a lower quality of
product, and shifting and unclear priorities.
These are clear indications of an organisation
under stress.
MrLoftin suggested that organisations that are
innovative are better equipped to handle the
negative effects of transition. It followsthat,
as the needfortransition is likely to increase
dramatically as a result of business and
competitive pressures,it would be beneficial for
organisations to adopt an innovative approach.
This is illustrated in Figure 11.
The characteristics of an innovative
company
Innovative companies can be considered in
terms of their structure and their com-
munications channels. Structurally, they tend
to be very flexible, and to function on the basis
of multiple linkagesor task-force activity rather
than beinghierarchical. Staff have broadroles.
 

Figure 11 The relationship between managementstyle
and the effect of organisational transition

Negative effects of
organisationaltransitionin reaction to market forces

  Static Reactive Responsive Proactive Innovative   
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The ownership of resourcesis very transient,
and certainly not a political issue.
In terms of communication channels, innovative
companies have very open forms of com-
munication. Membersof the organisation sharea common purpose and common motives;
communication, both horizontally and vertically
within the organisation,is facilitated. Mr Loftinreferred to ☁The Change Masters: CorporateEntrepreneurs at Work☂, by RM Kanter, whichsuggests an approach to creating innovativeorganisations. This is based on threeprinciples:
♥ Open communications.
♥ The use of personal networking.
♥ The decentralisation of resources.
The openness of communications within anorganisationis significantly influenced by thephysical arrangementsoffactories and offices.MrLoftin advocated the open-office concept asbeing a particularly important tool in thisrespect. The free-exchange culture encouragesthe dissemination of information, but this alsoplaces a responsibility on management to ensurethat informationis not underused,or passed topeople merely for the sake ofit.
Personal networking describes the team-basedapproach to work. Teamswill be formed on thebasis of the expertise of individual people ratherthan on their status within an organisation.Team workingcanbe facilitated by encouragingmobility within an organisation, allowing peopleto establish relationships and to explore newideas together. This will generally not succeedunless employees feel secure in theiremploymentand are preparedto take risks andseek change. IT can facilitate the networkingapproach to work by providing such facilitiesas videoconferencing, electronic mail, and
group-support systems.

Innovative organisations are generally charac-terised by the fact that they have multiplesources of resources that can be tapped in orderto form task-oriented teams. These decentral-ised resources are loosely committed to aparticular part of the organisation and cometogether through coalitions, which may beformal or informal. This approach involvesfewerlevels of managementthanis typical ofa non-innovative organisation.

16

Information systems functions are generallyvery reluctant to decentralise; there is a feelingthat economies of scale can be obtained bycentralisation. However,as IT representsonlya very small proportion ofthetotal expenditureof most organisations,it is perhaps morerationalto concentrate on business needs andto useITto support the business by decentralisation.Information systems should notbe treated anydifferently from any other resource.
In addition to the three basic principles,managers will, of course, also need to beequipped with what have beencalled ☁powertools☂ to enable the innovation process to beeffected. These power tools consist ofinformation, resources, and support from seniormanagement. Information is essential for thevarious parts of an organisation to worktogether successfully. Resources are money,space, and the timeto pursueinnovativeideas.Supportis in the form of managerial legitimacyand encouragement to innovate.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Mr Loftin suggested thattransition within organisations was now apermanentstate of affairs. Those organisationsthat had adopted innovative cultures were lesslikely to suffer in termsof their ability to reactto the transition. Innovative organisations weregenerally very open and very successful atmobilising their human resources to achievebusiness success. All businessesand all sectionswithin a business have

a

☁transition tolerance☂.It is important to understand this, and thereby,to exploit transition.

Transformation: what companies mustdo to exploit IT investmentsin the 1990s
Ms_ Wilson, Director, Transformation Con-sortium, Nolan Norton & Co, and PrincipalResearcher, Sloan School of Management, MIT,reviewed someofthe earlier presentations ofthe day, and concluded that before organi-sations werefully able to realise the benefits ofimplementing the networking approach or thebenefits of global operation, some pragmaticchanges and some changes in attitude wereneeded. By andlarge, IT managers and theirCEOsdid not have a common understanding ofthe important issues affecting the exploitationand the use of IT. A recent surveyin the United
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States showed that CEOs were generally
unhappy with their ability to quantify and
evaluate IT investments.
In particular, they were concerned to know
whether they were doingthe right things, doing
the right things well, and more importantly,
whetheror not they were well placed to face
future competition with their IT facilities.
Despite the Utopian views aboutthe future use
of IT, held by many systems managers, some
more fundamental issues need to be understood
with respect to business organisation.
Businesses needto be radically transformed to
acquire a network structure, and IT can
facilitate and support this change. Organisations
with a network structure have the following
features:
♥ Tasks are allocated to teams, not to

positions, in a bureaucracy.
♥ Departmental boundaries are permeable,

allowing the organisation to be more
responsive.

♥ There are fewer levels in networked
organisations. Typically, IT can be used to
enrich the role of the levels that remain.

♥ Responsibilities become shared, and
decisions become group decisions.

♥ The form of the organisation is organic,
rather than rigid and inflexible.

Organisations are failing to exploit the
opportunities offered by IT because of their
inability to transform the traditional organi-
sational structures, based on bureaucracy, to
the newer and more relevant organisation
structures, based on networking.
Thereare threecritical dimensions to handling
the transformation from a hierarchy- to a
network-based organisation. These are shown
in Figure 12 and were explained by Ms Wilson
in termsof a case study based on GE in Canada.
At the beginning of the 1980s, GE recognised
the need to make radical changes to its
organisation in orderto retain its competitive
position. It therefore embarked upon a process
of organisational change through multi-skilled,
self-managed team work,increased information-
sharing, and commitment to quality and
productivity throughout the organisation. The
process of transformation that GE Canada
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Figure 12 Critical dimensions in transforming an
organisation☂s style from hierarchical to
networking

Focus

Criticaldimensions Extentof transformationeaePerformance outcomes  
 

underwent involved the consolidation of
corporate functions and businesses into one
facility, the appointment of a steering
committee, and the setting up of cross-
functional task forces for the analysis and
recommendation of new organisational design.
The results of the transformation were
monitored; significant head-count reductions
were achieved at the sametime as motivation
levels were increased within the organisation.
One unforeseen consequence of the organi-
sational change was a slow-down in the
organisation☂s decision-makingprocess. This was
largely a result of the changein role of senior
managers. Workdescriptions and remuneration
packages were not consistent with the policy of
assigning work to teams rather than to
individuals, who consequently found it difficult
to adapt to the new organisational structure.
This highlights one of the major difficulties of
moving from traditional hierarchical organi-
sations to network-based organisations ♥ the
fact that the managementstyle and manage-
ment role within organisations must change.
Network-based organisations are founded on
the principle that staff within the organisation
should be able to make a greater and more
effective contribution to its success. The power
of managementin this type of organisation is
diluted and devolved to others, who have
traditionally been lower in the hierarchical
structure. The role of management becomes one
of setting objectives for teams of multi-
disciplinary staff to address. In the past,
organisations have tended to avoid this
transformation process because there is no
prescriptive model for a network-based
organisation. One way of coping with this
problem is to combine the objectives-oriented
organisation and the traditional hierarchical
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organisation and to form teams to undertake
strategically important missions.
This approachisillustrated in Figure 13, which
showshowtheshared conceptsof organisation
issues are translated into strategic missions.
These missions are then converted into tasks
that can be addressed by teams drawn from the

various parts of the organisation, as showninFigure 14. Several organisations have found thatthis approach to introducing the networkingorganisational style is appropriate, and that itprovides a vehicle for a high degree of executiveinvolvementin both the visionary process andthe process of organisational change.

 Figure 13 Identification of strategic missions
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Reduce the product developmentHow leche cycle from three years to 18 months,compe using half the resources
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Figure 14 Satisfying strategic missions by task-orientedteams: empowering the people
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Survey questionnaire used by Babson Center for Information
Management Studies

Issues in managing the information systems function

The Babson Center for Information ManagementStudiesis conducting survey to determineifthere
are any cultural differences in the importance ofIS issues. The survey is being completed by a group
of IS executives in the United States, and an international group from outside of the United States.
The questionnaire should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete.
Please indicate below how importantyouthinkeachissueis to being an effective managerofthe IS
function. Circle the appropriate numberundereachissue.
Weappreciate your cooperation, and will send you a report whenit is completed.

1. Knowledgeof state-of-the-art technology

 x 2 3 4 5 6 7
Trrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

2. Ability to recognise and exploit strategic systems opportunities

 ZL 2 3 4 5 6 gz
Irrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

3. Knowledge of the business

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Trrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

4, Rapport and credibility with senior management

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Irrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

5. Cost control and containment

 1 2 3 4 5 6 1
Irrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

6. Reportinglevel of the information systems organisation

   
 

a! 2 3 4 5 6 @
Trrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical
Continued/...
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10.

11.

12.

13. 
 

Long-range vision and plan

1 2 3 4 5 6 iv
Irrelevant Possibly 3 Important Veryuseful critical

Availability of a tested security/back-up plan
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Irrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Theestablishmentof the overall corporate information systems architecture
 1 2 3 4 5 6 aIrrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Exploitation of new technologies as they becomeavailable
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Irrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Developmentand implementation ofinformation systems standards and policies
 1 2 3 4 5 6 TIrrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Establishmentof a company-wide information systems education programmeforboth endusers and systems personnel
 i 2 3 4 5 6 7Irrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Skills mix and motivation of information systems personnel
 1 2 3 4 5 6 ifIrrelevant Possibly Important Veryuseful critical

Continued/...   
20
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14,

15.

16.

1%.

18. 
Employmentof effective application development procedures

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Trrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

Selection and use of vendor/third-party hardware and software systems

 1 2 3 4 5 6 C
Trrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

Improvedlevel of system connectivity

 1 2 3 4 5 6 ¢
Irrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

More effective use of telecommunications

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Irrelevant Possibly Important Very

useful critical

Managingthe use of personal computers (setting standards, providingtraining,
consulting, et al)
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7:

Irrelevant Possibly Important Very
useful critical

Please review thelist and mark(1, 2, 3) the top three issues in importance.
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Bachman Information Systems

Presentations were given by Arnold Kraft,
President and CEO, Dick Manasseri, ProductMarketing Manager, and Mike Fritz, ProductManager. A customer viewpoint was presentedby Dan Novick-Timmonsof Shearson LehmanHutton, and there was a short videodemonstration.
BachmanInformation Systems was founded in1983 by Charlie Bachman, who was an earlyworkerin the field of data managementand theinventor of the Bachmandiagram.Heset up thefirm to develop and market a new type of CASEsystem to help maintain, enhance, and migrateexisting information systems, and to developnew systems. Bachman☂s products are designedto address the dramaticincrease in the cost ofdeveloping application software, the fact thatmaintenance and improvement of existingsystems absorbs up to 80 per cent ofdevelopmentresources, and the need of systemsdepartments to adapt their applications to newbusiness requirements. The company nowemploys 80 staff in seven sales offices in theUnited States, with six distributorsin Europe.
The characteristics of today☂s CASE marketare:
♥ Many vendors/competing claims.
♥ Incomplete productlines.
♥ Individual products attempting to interfacewith each other.
♥ Products addressing only those applicationsdeveloped within their own environment,and ignoring the enhancement and

maintenanceof otherexisting applications.
♥ Products imposing the adoptionofa strictmethodology and associated tool set.
♥ Lack of concurrent support for both data

andprocessactivities.

bo to

♥ Productsfailing to address database accessor performance optimisation.
♥ High initial investment in training anddeployment.
♥_ Highrisk.
Bachman is developing an integrated set ofCASE tools that will address the needs ofapplication development and maintenance inthe four quadrants shown in Figure 1. On thedata side of the diagram, the basic concept isof data re-engineering. The six steps involvedhere are:
♥ Capturing theexisting database design fromthe data-description language.
♥_ Reverse-engineeringthis physical design toa logical design.
♥ Validating and enhancing the logical design.
♥ Forward-engineering to a new physicaldesign.
♥ Optimising the physical design.
♥ Generating a new database description.
 

Figure 1 Bachmanre-engineering product set
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The intentions are to facilitate the re-use of
previously written databases, to extendthelife
of existing applications, to reduce the
developmentresourcestied up in maintenance,
and to make migration to new databaseseasier.
The products will also help to automate routine
tasks, give timely advice, and allow users to
capture design decisions so that essential
knowledge is not lost when key staff leave.
When completed, the re-engineering product set
will support these activities for the processside
of the diagram as well as the dataside.

The products are deliberately aimed at the
IBM/MVS mainframe environment. They allow
data descriptions to be captured from con-
ventional VSAMfiles, from IMS databases, from
IDMS databases, and from DB2 databases.
Currently, the tools will generate data
descriptions for IDMS and DB2 databases.

The products are being namedto reflect the jobs
that they assist. Existing products are called
Database Administrator and Data Analyst, and
future products will be called Systems Analyst
and Programmer.Theroles of these tools in the
re-engineering cycle are shownin Figure 2. The
market coverage of the Bachman products,
compared with today☂s competing products,is
shownin Figure 3. The current Bachmanre-
engineering productset, Release 2.1, available
since thefirst quarter of 1989, is illustrated in
Figure 4. The benefits of the Bachman products
are:
♥ They focus on a real MIS problem ♥

maintenance.
♥ The product benefits are understood

immediately.

 
Figure 3 Bachman competitive positioning
 Data-oriented Process-oriented
CASSpecification BACHMANtoday BACHMANplans.level Korine
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Figure 4 New products

BACHMAN/Re-engineering product set release 2.1
Available first quarter 1989
« BACHMAN/Data Analyst
* BACHMAN/Database Administrator (DB2)
(Supports DB2 Versions 1 and 2)

+ BACHMAN/DBA (DB2) Catalog extract
« BACHMAN/DAcapture (IMS)
« BACHMAN/DA capture(files)  
 

 

Figure 2 Bachmanre-engineering cycle
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♥ Product components are individually
valuable now, and do not depend on
completion of the entire productline.

♥ They support a critical need to capture and
understand data.

♥ Initial investment is low (all components
run on PC workstations).

♥ Products serve as consultants and teachers
to their users.

♥ The advisor log captures situations,
recommendations, and the decision.

♥ The risk is low (does not impose
methodology and improves individual
performance immediately).

♥ Payback is immediate (addresses the
currently installed base, thereby protecting
investment).

♥ Shows data relationships graphically on
workstations.
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The most useful application of the Database
Administrator tool will be in the conversion of
IMS databases to DB2 databases, and in the
design of new DB2 databases. The potential
performance of DB2 has improvedrecently, but
achieving this performance in practice depends
on the quality of the database design ♥
specifically, on the access paths that the DB2
optimiser then exploits. Thereis a great shortage
of design skills in this critical area and theDatabase Administrator tool assists with this
task and helps to optimise DB2 performance.Additional versions of Database Administrator
may eventually be developedto interface withotherrelational database management systems.
Database Administratorwill be enhanced in linewith developments in DB2. For example, it isalready capable of supportingthefirst level ofdatabase distribution that is now a feature ofDB2.2. Notably absent from the Bachmanproductset is anything to help the developmentof a data-dictionary system. Bachman assumesthat IBM☂s Repository will satisfy this need.
Bachmanhas developed the data tools beforethe process tools because it is possible tounderstand data structures without processinformation, but not vice versa. A new product,Systems Analyst, is being developed for theanalysis and specification of applications. Thecompany expectsthat it will be available within18 months.It will have four components:
♥ Aninformation model that will link withthe data tools.
♥ Aninformation-flow model.
♥ A functional-decomposition facility.
♥ A graphical-process description language.
This product is based on the functional-decomposition method developed by ChrisGane, who now worksfor Bachman, and whohas been heavily involvedinits development.It will provide expert-systemsfacilities that aredesigned to prevent invalid activities and tosuggest correct action. The tool can either beuser-driven, with all options available, or usedin structured-dialogue mode, whenthetoolwillguide the user through the process, therebyavoiding the problems of getting started,knowing to what do next, and knowing whenthe process is complete.
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Another product, Systems Designer, willgenerate code underCICS, MVS, VM,and DB2.Bachmanclaimsthat these process tools will bethe first products that will lead to optimaldatabase design, and will automatically includeup-to-date information in the design dictionary.There will also be ☁seamless integration☂ withits other data tools. These tools will alsofacilitate the consolidation of individual data orprocess models to form a total corporate model,and will highlight any omissions orinconsistencies.
Dan Novik-Timmons provided a customer'sviewpointof twoprojects in which the Bachmantools had beenused.Thefirst was a mailing-list-management system that used a massive IDMSdatabase that had been poorly designed, andwasto be rewritten using DB2. The second wasa trade-history system that needed to berewritten. It was based on at least fiveconventional VSAMfiles, together with an IDMSdatabase, all of which were holding similarinformation. In both cases, the DatabaseAdministrator product was used to extract alogical data design from the existing physicaldesign, to analyse and optimise it, and then tocreate a new DB2 design. On the trade-historyproject, a pilot DB2 design was developedineight hours, compared with several days usingconventional methods. Mr Novik-Timmonslistedthe benefits of using the Bachman productsas:
♥ Thegreater speed with which the databasecould be designed and reviewed.
♥ Theability to use graphic representations.
♥ Theability to make immediate changes.
♥ Thevalue ofthe expert advisor in checkingproposed designs and giving helpful advice.
♥ Thefact that documentation was producedas a by-product of the design process.
He also listed somepractical problems:
♥ The need to understand the principles ofdata modelling.
♥ The needto design the database as early inthe project as possible, and notleaveit untilthe process had already been designed.
♥ Thereluctance of programmers to use thetools.
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♥ The difficulty of implementing this new $50,000 in the United States. In addition, a
technology. large-screen, high-resolution workstation is

A typical price range for one copy of the required. This could be an IBM PS/70 or 80,
software product is between $25,000 and which should not cost more than $20,000.
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Friday 12 May

Thinking Machines

The Thinking Machines presentations anddemonstrations were given by Mr PaulRosenblum, Mr Ralf Fiebrich, Director ofAdvanced System Development, Mr RobertMillstein, Manager of Applications Develop-ment, and Mr John Mucci, Vice-President forMarketing and Sales.
Thinking Machines☂ businessis to make andsellcomputer systems for what Mr Rosenblumdescribed as data-intensive applications, asopposed to processing-intensive applications.With the latter, the objective is to get a betteranswerby carrying out more processing on theavailable data (for example, computing the mostaccurate route for a flight to the moon). Withdata-intensive applications, the objective is toget a better answer by considering more data♥ for example, simulation, document-retrieval,or image-processing applications.
Thinking Machines was founded in 1983, andis still completely privately financed.Its firstConnection Machine was introduced in April1986, and the next generation machine (CM2)followed a year later. Prices range from$1 million to $10 million, depending on con-figuration and applications ♥ a typicalpriceis$2 million, which is relatively inexpensive forthe amountof processing powerprovided. Themachinesare built out of the same parts as thoseused for PCs, which means that they benefitboth from the mass production of PCs and fromthe fact that improvements in PC technologylead to improvements and possible cost savingsfor Thinking Machines. The power andrelatively low cost of Thinking Machine☂scomputers makesit possible to solve problemsthat, hitherto, were either insoluble or tooexpensiveto solve.
The Connection Machine architecture isdifferent from that used with other super-
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computers, which divide a program upso thatdifferent processing elements work in parallelon different parts of the same application. Whenadditional poweris required, additional pro-cessing elements are added, which meansthatthe methods for controlling and synchronisingthe subdivision of tasks has to be amended. TheConnection Machine☂s ☁data-parallel☂ archi-tecture overcomesthis problem by assigning oneprocessing element to each piece of data.Adding further processing elements does notchange the fundamental structure of thecomputational process.
The total amountofsilicon in a ConnectionMachineis notsignificantly different from thatin any large computer; by rearranging thearchitecture, the performanceavailable from agiven amount of silicon has been improvedmarkedly. The architecture is also fault-tolerant, because a Connection Machinecomprises many replicated, identical com-ponents.
Figure 1 shows where,in the view of ThinkingMachines,parallel-data architecturesfit in theevolution of computer technology and how theycan offer outstandingcost/size ratios comparedwith conventional systems.

Elements of the architecture
The architecture of the Connection Machineisillustrated in Figure 2. A 64,000-processormachineoffers 2,500 mips in performance ♥whichis an order of magnitude or two greaterthan that offered by a typical mainframe. Theconcept underlying the architecture allowsthousandsof processing elements to cooperatein parallel (for example, in an image-processingapplication, each pixel may be assigned to oneprocessor). The communication subsystemallows all the processing elements to
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Figure 1 Data parallel architectures provide superior
cost/size ratios
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communicate with each other so that each
processor can access the entire memory of the
machine; it has also been constructed so that
all the processing elements can communicate at
the same time. The I/O subsystem is also
constructed in a parallel fashion,as is the disc
subsystem. The Connection Machinealso hasa
graphics subsystem capable of very high 1/O
rates. In addition to the inter-processor
communication subsystem, there is another
communication system (based on front-end
processors), which controls the main processors.

The total memory capacity for a 64,000-
processor machineis 2 gigabytes; 32- or 64-bit
floating point operation systems are available
as options. The architecture can be expanded
if more performanceis needed,either by adding
more processors or by improving the
performanceof the circuitry.
In terms of software, standard operating
systems can be used with relatively minor
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changes, because a traditional computer system
is used. In terms of programming systems, the
parallel version of Fortran is mostly used, but
other high-level languages,like C andLisp, are
also used. At a lowerlevel, PARIS is used, which
is roughly equivalent to an Assembler language.
Programmingparallel-architecture machinesis
a key issue, however.

Competition
All of the traditional vector-systems archi-
tectures, such as those used by Cray, NEC, IBM,
and Hitachi, are pushing the limits of
technology. Since little can be done to improve
the performance of the processing elements,
these systems will also have to use parallel
architectures to achieve improved performance.
However,it will not be easy to add parallel
processing capabilities to these existing
architectures. By comparison, the Connection
Machine has been designed so that additional
parallel-processing elements can be added
easily.

Thinking Machines also competes with other
companies like AMT,Intel, NCUBE, and Meiko,
each of which provides computers with highly
parallel architectures. Machines such as the
Apollo Domain do notreally compete with the
Connection Machine. They provide limited
parallelism and much lower processing
performance(in the 10 to 50 mips range). They
are more suited for working in parallel on
relatively unconnected tasks; their com-
munication speed is too slow to make them
suitable for subdividing one program into
several tasks that can be processed in
parallel.

Applications and users
The Connection Machine is more powerful than
other supercomputers by orders of magnitude
and can be used for a whole variety of data-
intensive applications(see Figure 3, overleaf).
So far, the Connection Machineis being used
largely, but not exclusively, by the scientific
community; Thinking Machines☂ major clients
are listed in Figure 4, overleaf. All of them are
based in the United States, but a French
organisation was expected to announcean order
for a Connection Machine within a week or two
of our visit.
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Figure 3 Computer systemsfor data-intensive problems

+ Image processing (machine vision, optical character recognition,
graphics, medical imaging)

+ Simulation (VLSI logic simulation, VSLI electrical simulation,fluid
flow, neural networks,finite element analysis)

+ Numeric processing
+ Information management(free text searching, banking and
investment management,statistical analysis of very large
databases)

* Artificialintelligence (machine vision, memory-based reasoning,neural networks, intelligent access to huge databases, opticalcharacter recognition)
* Seismic processing(interactive 2D and 3D migration andmodelling, whole earth 3D elastic wave modelling, reservoirmodelling
* Computational biology  

Figure 4 Thinking Machines☂ customers
Commercial Government Universities
+ Dow Jones * Argonne National Laboratory * Boston
+ GE/RCA + Los Alamos National Laboratory + MIT
+ Lockheed + Naval Research Laboratory + Syracuse
+ Perkin Elmer + NASA Ames ☜UC
+ UTRC + Sandia National Laboratory + U of Maryland+ Xerox + Yale

Note: Statistics as at May 1989
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Gordon McKenzie, Director, International
Product Marketing, began by positioning
Northern Telecom as a leading global supplier
of fully digital telecommunication systems.Its
revenue in 1988 was $5.4 billion and it employs
some 50,000 people worldwide. Northern
Telecom is 52 per cent owned by Bell Canada
Enterprises and, along with Bell Canada (a 100
per cent owned subsidiary of Bell Canada
Enterprises), jointly owns Bell Northern
Research Limited. The company operates 24
manufacturing plants in Canada, 13 in the
United States, one in the Republic of Ireland,
one in France, and two in Malaysia. Research
and development is conducted in 24 of these
facilities and by Bell Northern Research Limited,
which operatesin cities in Canada, the United
States, and the United Kingdom.

During the presentations, Northern Telecom
described its products and strategies in the area
of ISDN links with digital PABXs, voice
processing, and multivendor connectivity via
digital PABXs.

ISDN links with digital PABXs
Northern Telecom has implemented ISDN inits
Meridian SL-1 switch. This provides for
communications between a central switch and
a PABX or mainframe computer. Northern
Telecom has implemented the lower three levels
of the OSI reference model on the Meridian
SL-1, thereby providing basic connectivity. The
upper four levels, which provide the
functionality, have not been completely
described by CCITT, and standardisation
between vendorsatthis level has not therefore
been achieved. Northern Telecom has
developed its own proprietary standards for the
application-orientedlayers of the OSI model. It
is unlikely that standards will emerge for this
level of the OSI model for some time, although
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Northern Telecom

Northern Telecom participates in standard-
setting bodies worldwide. The Meridian SL-1
also supports the Common ChannelSignalling
System No 7 (CCS7) standardfordigital links to
the PTT network. Figure 1 shows the con-
figuration options for the Meridian SL-1, and
illustrates the following options:
♥ Alink to a fully digital PTT link.
♥ Private digital links between Meridian SL-1

systems.
♥ Links from the Meridian SL-1 to a

mainframe or other processor.
Mr McKenzie described someof the benefits of
using ISDN services:
♥ The CLID(callline identification)facility,

whichallowsthe called party to identify the
name and address of the caller. This
information is obtained via the link to the
computer processor, and the information is
available on the recipient☂s computer
screen simultaneously with the call. This
provides call screening.

♥ High-speed communication for use in
videoconferencing, high-speed facsimile,
and high-speed data communications
applications.
 

Figure 1 Configuration options for the Meridian SL-1
PTT link
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♥ Call routeing, which allowsthe recipient to
re-route calls as the result of information
about the caller, obtained from the
processor link. This results in improved
customerservice.

♥ Fasterdial time andelimination of the needfor internal printed telephonedirectories.The userscans a database of employees onthe computerprocessorandselects a name,and the computer instructs the PABX tomake the connection. This has theadditional benefit of coping with environ-ments where staff frequently move theirlocation. A central database provides theinformation for calling. This results inimproved productivity.
♥ Integration of data. This facility allowsinformation pertinent to the caller to bedisplayed on the recipient☂s computerscreen. It is becoming widely used in themail-orderindustry, and results in improvedcustomerservice.
♥ Simultaneous call and file transfer. Thisallowsa call to be transferred to anotherextension, together with the caller-specificinformation displayed on the screen. Thisfacility is used in customer-serviceapplications, where customer enquiriesneed to be re-routed.
♥ Call segregation. The origin of a call can beidentified, so that the call can be auto-matically routed to the most appropriaterecipient.
Northern Telecom has been developing non-exclusive alliances with computer vendors inorder to exploit fully the integration of voiceand data. Alliances have been formed withApple, NCR, DEC,Bull, IBM, Hewlett-Packard,and others. Alden Holloway, Strategic AlliancesProduct Manager for Northern Telecom,described this approach and the recentlyannounced alliance with DEC.
In March 1989, Northern Telecom and DECannounced what they respectively called theISDN Applications Programme, and ComputerIntegrated Telephony(CIT). Northern Telecomand DEC are collaborating to exploit theintegration of Meridian SL-1 and the DEC VAXtechnologies. The facilities available are based
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on software developments, some on the SL-1,and some on the VAX. A developers☂ toolkit isnow available for the VAX.This can be used todevelop customised applications that integratevoice and data technology at the desktop.
Some of the potential applications for ISDNwere described as follows:
♥ Healthcare: medicalcrisis calls in which therecipient will be able to utilise the CLIDfacility to identify the caller.
♥ Retail: credit authorisation, using links tocustomer databases.
♥ Carrental: bookingvialinks to reservationsand national driving-licence systems.
♥ Telemarketing: agents will be able to usecustomerinformation on computer screens,re-route calls and data simultaneously, andhave their outgoing-call scheduleautomated by the voice/data integrationoffered by ISDN. Where multi-linetelephonesare used, stacked calls can bedisplayed, allowing the agent to decide onthe priorities.
All of these applications offer opportunities forimproved productivity, better customer service,and cost savings.

Voice processing
Telephones are used inefficiently by modernbusinesses. Calls to an individual may not beanswered (perhaps because of time zonedifferences). From an organisation's point ofview, problems manifest themselvesin terms ofmanningof switchboards and the disseminationof information to people throughout theorganisation. Northern Telecom has developedvoice-messaging and voice-processing systemsto overcome these problems, and

_

thistechnology is available within the SL-1 productrange.
The 1989 market for voice-processing systemsis estimated to be some $800 million, and isforecast to grow to some $1 ,800 million by 1993.The growthin services on customer premisesiscontinuing, with voice-mail the norm in theUnited States. Significant growthis forecast inthe two other market sectors identified byNorthern Telecom. Service providers ♥ thatis,PTTs ♥ are beginning to differentiate their
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services by providing voice-messaging services.
Growth is forecast as a result of the
developmentof interactive voice response (IVR)
services. These services provide menufacilities
via the telephone,resulting in routeingofcalls
to the most appropriate recipient. During the
presentation, the following facilities were
described:
♥ Voice menus.
♥ Meridian mail access.
♥ Meridian mail PC.
♥ Networking.
These services are in addition to the now widely
accepted facility of providing the caller with an
☁answering machine☂ type of service.
Voice menus
The ☁automated attendant☂ feature allows
callers to leave messagesat any time, regardless
of whether a telephonist or the recipient is
present. Alternatively, callers can be routed to
specific extensions, specific mail boxes, or a
menuof further choices. Information mail boxes
allow the recipient to pre-specify the messages
and announcements that are presented to
callers upon successful connection. One of the
most powerful facilities available is the voice-
menus application, which uses the responses
keyed in by the caller via the touch-tone-
dialling keys to work through menus upto 20
deep. For example, the caller could be given a
voice message inviting him to key ☁1☂ for
information on one product, or ☁2☂ for
information on a different product. Depending
upon the response he gives, the caller is led
through the appropriate hierarchy of menus,
which means that connection to an actual
person occurs only when it is necessary. In
future, this type of functionality may be
provided by voice recognition.
Meridian mail access
This facility provides new business opportunities
by allowing callers to access the database of
information that is available via the PABX.
Messages can also be called up by the caller.
These can be a combination of electronic mail
and voice-mail messages that have been stored
in the PABX awaiting a connection from the
caller. This facility is being used by hotels as an
added-value servicetoits clients. The electronic
mail facility is currently available on IBM PCs
or compatibles.
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Meridian mail PC
Both electronic mail and voice-mail messages
can be indexed and managed bya PC-interface
to the Meridian SL-1. This interface enables a
mailbox owner to receive both types of
messages by using the PC function keys.
Messages stored on the Meridian SL-1 can be
deleted, composed, sent, and so on, by this
method.
Networking
Meridian SL-1 can support up to 500 nodes,
connected either by analogueor digital links.
Meridian mail services can be providedlocally
at each node,or, for those locations that do not
justify a voice-processingfacility, they can be
provided centrally, and madeavailable over a
network. Networking standards for voice
processing do not currently support multivendor
connectivity, although the Northern Telecom
product supports X.400.It is likely that voice-
processing standards will emergelaterin 1989,
with implementations following in 1990.

Developmentsin voice processing are likely to
concentrate on industry-specific applications,
where the equivalent of mail-access facilities
will be provided for voice messages. Also
planned are increased message-handling
capacity for the PABX handling, and the
provision of facsimile store-and-forward
facilities.

Multivendor connectivity

The Meridian SL-1 switch is based on ☁open☂
principles, and during recent years, one of the
most significant growth areas has been in
configurations where the SL-1 acts as a gateway
for data services (see Figure 2, overleaf). The
SL-1 incorporates data cards that handle the
connections of multiple devices to the switch.
Any device can belogically connected to any
other device on the switch, thereby reducing
the amountof duplication and allowing voice
and data to be easily integrated. Local area
networks, which haveexistedin isolation, can
be connected to the SL-1 system, allowing
networkusersto share printers, or to access host
computers. PCs and terminals access the
network and host computers via protocol
conversion if necessary ♥ for example VT100
to 3270. The Meridian switch provides flexibility
of connectivity.
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The connectivity illustrated in Figure 2 is
available at the desktop through a single
twisted-pair cable ♥ usually, no additional
wiring is necessary. Consequently, Northern
Telecom is able to offer connectivity and
flexibility in linking processors andperipherals
that are currently isolated within the
organisation. The PABX marketis growing at
some 29 per cent per annum anda significant
part of this growthis due to the need to provide
connectivity.
The application of Meridian SL-1 data servicesby Martin Marietta Astronautics Group was

described. Local and wide-area networks,local processors, PCs, workstations, and remotehosts are all connected via the Meridian SL-1.Any user on the network has access toany facility on the network,subjectto securitychecks. Should any user move to a differentlocation on the network, service access ismaintained, and all outbound communicationcan be redirected at one central point onthe Meridian SL-1. All services are availableregardless of the position on the network,with the Meridian software providing the
necessary intelligence.

 
Figure 2 Meridian SL-1 data services
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Xerox Palo Alto Research Center

Frank Squires, Vice-President, Research
Operations, gave an introduction describing the
history of the Xerox Corporation and of the Palo
Alto Research Center (PARC). Xerox hadtotal
revenues in 1988 of $15 billion. Systems and
business products contributed nearly $11 billion,
the remainder being contributed by financial
services. The company spent about 7 per cent
of revenue on research and development, of
which $100 million was shared between the
three research centres. Research at PARC
concentrates on information systems, com-
puting,and artificial intelligence, andis carried
out by six research laboratories. These cover
computer science, electronic documents, elec-
tronics and imaging, electronic materials, and
system science. Europarc, in Cambridge, United
Kingdom, concentrates on the human/computer
interface.
There are 350 permanentstaff, of whom 265 are
highly qualified scientists. It also employs
around 100 visiting scientists. Examples of
PARC☂s product successesinclude laser printing,
personal workstations, Ethernet, programming
environments (MESA, Smalltalk, Interlisp-D),
solid-state lasers, and several new businesses
and joint venture companies. Xerox☂s research
strategy is to encourage inter-disciplinary
activity to exploit discontinuities in technology,
to test and demonstrate prototype products, and
to enhance its research investment with very
strong university relationships and upto 10 per
cent external funding. Its current research
themesinclude documentprocessing, intelligent
access and retrieval methods, collaborative
technologies, knowledge-based productivity
tools, document recognition, colour imaging,
electronic materials, multifunction devices, and
novel I/O devices.
Document recognition
Dr Gary Kopec then gave a presentation on
documentrecognition. This is a relatively new
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activity at PARC, which hasincreased greatly
in importance over the last two years. Xerox
uses the term ☁document☂ to mean any encoding
of information for human communication in a
medium. A documentis therefore any kind of
medium for man/machine communication, and
includes recorded audio and video as well as
conventional information on paper. There are
four aspects of document recognition:
♥ Editing scanned documents.
♥ Document☁dry cleaning☂.
♥ Paperas a userinterface.
♥ The use of embedded data.
The process of editing a scanned documentis
complicated by the existence of different
encoding methods ♥ for example, text,
diagrams, and half-tone pictures. There are
therefore four parallel aspects of editing. These
are:
♥ Using faster techniques to read the

graphics.
♥ Using character-recognition techniques to

read the text.
♥ Using half-tone de-screening techniques for

photographs.
♥ Analysing the overall structure of the

document.
The edited content can then be passed on to the
documenttranslator.
Xerox uses the term document☁dry cleaning☂ to
describe all of the activities involved in
removing unwanted annotations from an exist-
ing document. These could includehighlighting,
underlining, unwanted comments, and even
coffee stains. Dry cleaning might also include
maintenance of the history of revisions to a
document and the provision of keyword storage
and retrieval.
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Theuseof paperas a user interface covers such
activities as the automatic creation of cover
sheet instructions for copiers, facsimile
machines, and electronic catalogues.
Data can be embedded within a document for
such things as giving formatting instructions
(such as type fonts, and layouts), for
maintaining a history of the use of the
document, for providing pointers to other
related documents, for providing instructions on
the language in which the documentis to be
reproduced, and even for security purposes,
such as prohibiting copying of the document. Dr
Kopec ended by emphasising that document
recognition was not a productorservice onits
own,but only an enabling technology, which
could be used in manyother systems. He said
that there was nosingle market for document-
recognition technology, but that there weremany different but narrow market niches.
Electronic colour printing
Dr Richard Beach then gave a presentation onelectronic colourprinting. He said that PARC☂s
interest lay in the problem of maintaining thefidelity of coloured graphical computer imageswhenthese imagesare reproduced outside the
computer, either as photographs or colour
prints. The problem arises because a givencolour on the screen looks different whenphotographed or printed because the camera
and the printer weight the colour data dif-
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ferently from the computer screen. In anattempt to overcome the problems, PARC hasdeveloped a set of colour-encoding standards,which definethefull rangeof colours. However,two items that have colours that are spectro-scopically identical may seem to have differentcolours when viewedin different kinds of light♥ for example, natural daylight, tungstenlight,halogen light, and neonlight. He then showeda humorousfilm with a serious purpose, whichdescribed some of PARC☂s research on thecolour of flamingo feathers.
At the endofthe session, a paneloffive seniorresearch managers answered questions fromStudy Tour delegates. Asked what would be theprevailing operating software-environmentinthe coming years, they said that they areconverting their workstations to run underUnix, but they admitted that Unix would needto be considerably improved. Asked whatdevelopments werelikely in the field of userinterfaces, they said that they expected theseto changesignificantly and they demonstrateda stylus-driven, hand-held input tablet whichhad been developed by a company in Japan.Asked whatthey saw as thelikely developmentsin artificial intelligence, they said that in thefield of knowledge-based systems, the problemis no longer technical, but more a problem ofproject management. This includes recognisingpotential applications, finding champions topromote them, and training staff to use theexisting tools.
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Michael Mahon, General Managerof the Client
Server Architecture Laboratory, explained that
cooperative processing is a concept that has
evolved from two different strands ♥
timesharing systems, where users share one
machine, and personal computing systems.
Timesharing systems had the flexibility of
communications and the advantages of economy
of operation, but they were slow and
unresponsive to the needs of individuals, and
when PCs appeared, there was a major move
to the PC environment. However, the PC
environment had the disadvantage of using
peripherals and mips inefficiently, and
difficulties in communications. Hence, the
model of cooperative processing was developed,
based on local area networksthat provide access
to shared resources, such asprinters, plotters,
and high-performance workstations.
Cooperative processing is defined as multiple
machines cooperating through logical and
physical connections. It is the logical
connections that are difficult to achieve ♥ that
is, to make machines behave as a single,
integrated, information system.

Hewlett-Packard believes that it is important to
stop looking at a network as a means of
interconnecting different equipment.It should,
instead, be looked at as a utility. Hewlett-
Packard seesthe overall environmentconsisting
of a backbone system with gateways to sub-
networks covering separate workgroup areas ♥
for example, engineering or manufacturing. The
objective is to provide a set of facilities ♥ for
example, graphics, file storage, and database
access ♥ all provided transparently by the
network.It views this process as a client/user
concept, with object-oriented services provided
by a broker, as shownin Figure 1.

A distinction must be drawn between the use
of distributed resources and distributed
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Figure 1 The client/broker concept
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applications. The latter is only now beginning
to be implemented, as shownin Figure 2. New
tools are needed to enable distributed
applications to be developedfully, but Hewlett-
Packard expects them to grow quite rapidly
because resource sharing is already well
established.
The issues facing Hewlett-Packard now are:

♥ Standardsfor inter-operability. This is seen
largely as a political problem.

♥ Hiding the complexity of the system. This
is the most difficult challenge.

 

Figure 2 Distributed resources/distributed applications
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♥ High-performanceinterconnection.Thisisless difficult becauseit is generally knownwhat needs to be done.
♥ Security: This may not, however, beperceived as an important problem by themarket.

Distributed Applications Architecture
Phil Sakakihara, General Manager,DistributedApplications Architecture Laboratory,explained that the Distributed ApplicationsArchitecture (DAA) offered a framework fordistributing applications. The DAA modelseparates applications development from user-interface and serverfacilities. Although themodel he showed maynot be reproducedin thissummary (for reasons of confidentiality), theexpected benefits are:
♥ Highlevel of re-use and leverage.
♥ Commondistributed object base.
♥ Automation of common tasks.
♥ Consistent user interface.
♥ Consistent set of API services.
♥ Highlevel of portability.
♥ Extensions and_ scalability standards,

workstations, and hosts.
♥ Encapsulation for existing applications.
Someof these benefits arestill a vision today,
but Hewlett-Packard expects that the under-lying structure will be in place by the early1990s. Mr Sakakihara said that NewWave was
the first manifestation of the DAA concepts. A
demonstration of NewWavewas given, showing
the various products. These included spread-
sheet, voice mail, electronic mail, and
production of regular reports involvingintegration of several products.
Workstations
Dick Watts, Director of Marketing, began by
saying that Hewlett-Packard sees an increasing
trend for more imageandgraphics applications.
These require significant performancefrom I/O
devices, including OCR scanners,laserprinters,
and desktop scanners. The use of colour will
increase, both for output andfor input (although
the latter is considered to bestill a few years
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away). The demandforcolourcopiers, colourfacsimile, and so on, will grow.
There will also be a growing demandfor massstorage due to the need to store graphics andimages. The use of optical-storage technologywill grow rapidly, as will large file servers(stacking discs), which among other functions,
can provide automatic back-up.
The three main types of chip architecture ♥Intel☂s, Motorola☂s, and RISC ♥ are expected tocontinue to provide increased performance,offering 5 to 10 mips (for PCs), 10 to 25 mips(for workstations), and 20 to 50 mips (for RISC-based ☁superstations☂) (see Figure 3). Thecurrent base of applications supports the viewthat all three architectures will continue toexist. For cooperative processing, this meansthat identical interfaces are necessary for each
architecture.
Anothertrend is the ability to integrate Unixand DOS/OS2 environments via the use ofproducts such as LAN Manager.This will meanthat the workstation will increasingly be viewedas a ☁window☂ to the networks, and

_

lessemphasis will be placed on the particularworking environment.
Mr Watts concludedhis session by describing themarket shares shownin Figure 4. At the timeof ourvisit, Hewlett-Packard was in the processof acquiring Apollo. With this acquisition,Hewlett-Packard will have 30 per cent of theworldwide workstation market and 45 percentof the European market.
Networking trends
Ed Muns, General Manager, InformationNetworks Division, described the currentbusiness environment as being characterised by:
 

Figure 3 Computing technology
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Figure 4 Worldwide workstation market
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♥ Global competition.
♥ Inter-enterprise partnerships and

dependence (such as those between
Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft, and
between Hewlett-Packard and Apollo).

♥ Worldwide distribution of operations.
♥ Newtechnologies and industry standards.
Hewlett-Packard conceives the network as a
multi-user system expanding into wide-area
networks(see Figure 5).
In Hewlett-Packard, the networking approach
is marketed under the name Hewlett-Packard
AdvanceNet.Thisis not a proprietary product,
but represents a strategy. It comprises
multivendor communications based on OSI.
Recognising that IBM would be the last supplier
to adopt OSI standards, Hewlett-Packard has
also implemented SNA, and it has a strong
TCP/IP offering.
Basically, Hewlett-Packard☂s view on standards
is as follows:
♥ If a standard exists, the company will

implementit.
♥ Inresponse to customer requirements, and

where there are no standards, it will
innovate.

♥ It will also take steps to promote the use
of the standard (for example, through joint
ventures).

♥ If, after some time (say, for example, five
years), the standard is not adopted,
Hewlett-Packard will accept the
alternative.
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Figure 5 Cooperative computing services
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It also believes in focusedsolutions that provide
networks for users and workgroup environ-
ments, and that make it possible to link local
area networks to wide-area networks.
Strategically, Hewlett-Packard supports Ether-
net, with gateways to support Token Ring
networks, but it would change strategic
direction should Token Ring become the
dominant standard.

Hewlett-Packard☂s corporate
information systems
Hank Taylor, Director Corporate Telecommuni-
cations, explained that the company☂s strategy
is to evolve to a private, worldwide, digital,
high-speed networkto link all Hewlett-Packard
sites. This network will support a mixture of
voice, data, and video communications and is
to use a combinationof private facilities, linked,
where appropriate, to public networks.
Hedescribed the Hewlett-Packard Information
Architecture (Figure 6, overleaf). Hewlett-
Packard has separate IT departments function-
ally aligned to manufacturing, marketing, and
so on. Figure 7, overleaf, describes the Hewlett-
Packard telecommunications environment that
existed in early 1989. The computer telecom-
munications group has more than 120 staff
responsible for telecommunications and office
systems. Data volumesare increasing at 100 per
cent per annum,andvideoservices (including
videoconferencing) are also growing quickly.
Hewlett-Packard☂s annual expenditure on
information systems is 3.5 per cent of total
revenue; for telecommunications,it is slightly
more than 1 per cent of total revenue.
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Figure 6 Hewlett-Packard Information Architecture
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Figure 7 Hewlett-Packard telecommunications environment, January 1989
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Austin Meyer, Director of Industrial Relations
at Sun Microsystems, began by positioning the
company in the computer-supply industry as a
supplier of computers covering high-end PCs
through to the low-end superminicomputers.
This sector, known as the workstation sector,
is based on the networking of distributed
computers and the use of Unix as an open
systemsarchitecture. During the period 1987 to
1989, this market has grown from $14billion to
$29 billion worldwide, and during the same
period, Sun☂s market share has grown from
some 6 per cent to 9 per cent.

Sun competes mainly with DEC, Hewlett-
Packard, Apollo, IBM, and SGI. In the technical
workstation market, it is the market leader,
with about a 28 per cent market share in 1988
(see Figure 1). Sun☂s strategy is to provide the
highest-performance open systems work-
stations, servers, and software, based on
industry standards and designed to operate in
a distributed computing environment. Its
objectives are to achieve price/performance
leadership, continually to improve quality, and
to reduce the time required to bring product
developments to market. The time currently
takento bring products to marketis 18 months
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for Sun, compared with an industry average of
five years. This reflects the fact that Sun invests
some 13 per cent of its turnover in R&D,
compared with an industry average of 7 to 8
per cent.

Sun☂s revenuesforthefirst nine months of 1989
were $1.3 billion compared with $0.68 billion
in the sameperiod of 1988, and as it continues
to expand, the geographical proportion of
business derived from different parts of the
world is changing. For 1989,it is projected that
the United States will account for only 50 per
cent, compared with 62 per cent in 1988. The
Pacific basin and Europe will account for the
other 50 per cent. Hardware revenues, by
application area, are shownin Figure 2.

Sun actively encourages ☁cloning☂ of its
products, believing that market expansionis in
its interest because this provides an opportunity
to add value. Recent product announcements
include two Motorola-based products ♥ the Sun
380, a 3-mip processor, priced at around $6,000,
and the Sun 3470, a 7-mip processor, priced at
$41,000. Three SPARC-basedprocessors, using
RISC technology, have also been announced.
These are the SPARC 1 processor, offering

 
Figure 1 Technical workstation market share (1988)

Sun 28.3%
DEC 18.6%
Hewlett-Packard 16.9%
Apollo 13.5%
Other 22.7%  

Figure 2 Sun☂s hardware revenuesby application area
Design automation and manufacturing 29%
Software engineering 27%
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12.5 mips at $9,000, the SPARC 330 processor,offering 16 mips at $30,000, and the SPARC 370processor, offering 16 mips at $41,000. Sun☂sintention is to continue doubling theperformanceofits workstations every year, andon this basis, the 200-mip chip is projected forthe period 1991/92.
Sun distributes its products through OEMchannels,butalso sells to government bodies,academic institutions, and technical users,whom it serves directly. Sun does not provideapplication software butrelies on value-addedresalers to develop it. To date, over 1,500applications have been developedor transferredto Sun Unix-based workstations, and while alarge proportionof these are in Sun☂s traditionalmarkets of CASE, CAD,artificial intelligence,and education, application software is alsobecoming widely available in areas such as
finance and manufacturing.
Sun sees its main competition as DEC andHewlett-Packard, although Apple and Compaqare also strong threats for the 1990s, owing totheir manufacturing efficiency and cash-managementcontrol. Sun☂s responseto this isto enhance its sales opportunities byconcentrating on technology, the manufacturingprocess, and marketing. In the area oftechnology, only focused R&D is undertaken,and fewer, more focused products are broughtto market. In the manufacturing process, Sunis concentrating on automation and qualityimprovement, andin the marketplace,is beingvery selective and seeking global opportunities.
In conclusion, Austin Meyerpointedto the fact
that Sun☂s penetration of the total worldwidecomputer market wasonly 1 per cent. A largepart of this market would neverbe available to
Sun;it was still a very small company,but given
its success in developing the Unix workstationmarket, it was likely that its business would
continue to expand considerably. It would,
however, continue to maintain performance on
the key operatingratios of gross margin, R & D
expenditure, operating margin and net margin,
a historical perspective of which is shown in
Figure 3.

Unix unification and strategy
Sri Rajeev, Product Manager, Unix System V,
Release 4, began by describing the rationale
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behind unifying Unix. Open systems havebecome widely accepted during the last fewyears, largely in response to the fact thatstandards have emerged. Opensystems featureswere described as:
♥ Continuity: software investments can bepreserved.
♥ Availability: large body of software

available.
♥ Interoperability: different vendors☂ systems

work together.
♥ Portability: application software can beused on many vendors☂ systems.
♥ Scalability: same software environment onPCs to supercomputers.
By 1987, there were two major versions of Unixoffering the potential to realise the benefits ofopen systems These versions were Berkeley 4.2from Sun, and Unix System V from AT&T. Therewere also manyotherversions of Unix, with theresult that the critical mass necessary to attractapplications developers was not being reached.
AT&Tand Suntherefore formed analliance latein 1987, with the objective of developing aunified version of Unix. Theresult of this willbe Unix System V, Release 4, which will beavailable in the summerof 1989.It consists ofelements of the earlier AT&T and Sun versionsof Unix,as well as features of Microsoft☂s Xenix.Figure 4 illustrates the convergence, andFigure 5 illustrates the sources of the majorcomponents of this unified version of Unix.
Program compatibility is at two levels ♥ theapplication program interface (API), and the
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Figure 4 The heritage of enhanced Unix System V
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Figure 5 Unix systems consolidation
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applications binary interface (ABI). There are
two components of the ABI ♥ generic and
architecture-dependent. The generic component
is the sameacross all architectures, whereas the
architecture-dependent portion definesspecific
operating-system interfaces for each archi-
tecture. ABI provides the ability to develop
☁shrink-wrapped☂software for the Unix market.
ABIs are under development for most chip
vendors, giving the possibility of transferring
software from 386 PCs to 680n0 and SPARC
workstations, through $/370 mainframes, to
Cray supercomputers. APIs provide a set of
functionality which is commonat the source-
code level across different hardware ranges.
This allows source code to be moved from
machine to machine, and to be recompiled for
the environmentof the recipient machine. At
the user-interface level, Open Look provides a
tool kit for the specification of the user
interface.

Unix will continue to develop around the
☁kernel☂ specified in System V, Release 4, and
conformancetesting and compliance testing will
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be offered by Unix International. Vendors will
be able to add to the functionality, but not to
detract from the functionality of the kernel, as
shownin Figure 6. As Unix System V develops,
the following enhancements are planned:
♥ Concurrency and multiprocessing.
♥ Security architecture.
♥ Realtime capabilities.
♥ Commercial extensions for transaction

processing and file mirroring.
♥ Fault tolerance.
♥ Support for very large multi-user systems,

which implies high performance and very
large databases.

The Unix suppliers now form two groups. The
OSF group is developing its product from the
original AIX base, while the Unix International
Groupis developing Unix System V. Both groups
are supported by vendors and major users, and
consequently, multiple versions of Unix are
likely to persist.
Mr Rajeev contrasted the features of Unix
System V, Release 4 with those of AIX/3. This
comparison was, of course, favourable to
System V, particularly as it was madein the
absence of details about the eventual OSF
product. The comparison is shownin detail in
Figure 7, overleaf.
In conclusion, Mr Rajeev made the point that
Unix has becomeclearly established as the open
systems standard. The opportunities offered
may, however, be tarnished by the battle
between OSF and Unix International, and in the
short term,this battle will be overuser-interface
 

Figure 6 Unix releases and standards conformance: a
schematic
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standards ♥ OSF has announced Motif, andOpen Look has been selected by UnixInternational. Asked aboutthe future for Apple,if and whenits competitive edge is eroded by.these developments, Mr Rajeev predicted thatit might join both OSF and Unix International.
 

Figure 7 A feature comparison of SVR4 and AIX/3

Feature

Security features

Evolutionary features

Hardware support ☁can support DARPA, OSI
BI certifiableSVR4.1 B2 capable

☁Xenix,all branching off thesame base of AT&TcodeWell defined interfaces:Streams, VFS

SVR4 AIX 3
Virtual Memory Page Shared ☁Segment Shared: best forsegmented architectures with33 or more bits100s of lines to port 10,000 lines to port☁Best technology, can share Older technology, limited to sharing☁Pages and parts of files only segments otwhole files

Dynamic linking Application program, available Part of kernel, not available toto user programs ☁user programs☁Shared libraries ☁YM from SunOS Available
Kernel data structures Dynamic allocation reallocated: less flexible
Multiprocessor support Many preemption points in Axbitrary pre-emptioninKemel; also SVR3 based ☁kernel, butthis does not providesult ystems ☁multiprocessing by itself; AIX has notavailable from AT&T,others run on multiprocessor systems yet
File System Virtual File System supports Only AIX and NFS file systems providedmultiple file systems, eg.NFS, RFS, UFS, SSFSFile sys. integrity FSCKfor checking Partial journaling: no morereliable than FSCKDisk Mirroring ☁Not available Available☁Media Compatibility System V and BSD BSD only
Real Time Hundreds of preemption points Preemptible kernel reduces latencyNo locking necessary ☁Locking code may cause delaysNobound oninterrupt response No bound on interrupt response☁Scheduler supports processes thatcan run to completion uninterrupted
Compatibility Binary, object compatibility with Only compatible with olderXenix, BSD, System V apps. AIX releases☁Actual merge, only one mode Needs compatbility libraries☁and multiple modes
☁Networking. ☁Streams, Sockets interfaces Sockets only: not powerfulenough for OSI, SNA

C2 certifiableB2 capable??

Swap space management Swaps to file system; dynamically Swap to preallocated disk partitions:allocates swap space vulnerable to overallocation andunderallocation bugs
Modularity ☁Modular, orthogonal functions Modular?eg. Streams-based networkingVirtual Memory, Virtual File Systems
Binary standardization ☁ABis for many architectures No binary standards
Quality Origin from BSD, SVR3 and Origin from several incompatibleAIX versions and 4.3BSD_Brand new, untested IBM code

File system types, dynamiclinking nProtocol independent networking

Runs on 3B2,386, 68000, Runs only on RT PC beforeand SPARCbefore release release   Migration/ ☁Compatible, easy migration Difficult migration, need largerpreserving software investment from Xenix, BSD, SysV Porting effort
Expertise in OS Widespread in industry Confined to IBM
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The session was introduced by Ron Bamberg,
Vice-President, Business Development and
Planning. He said that McDonnell Douglas
Information Systems Company (MDISC) expects
to have revenuesin 1989 of $1.3 billion, 90 per
cent of which will be generated outside the
parent company. It employs 10,000 staff and
reports as one of four major divisions at the
same level as the aerospace divisions. Its
strategic emphasis is on systems integration,
computer platforms and applications, and
networking.

Tymnet
The key resource that underpins its customer
services is Tymnet. This is a set of data com-
munications products and services, which
allows any kind of terminal computer or local
area network to communicate with any other
kind, economically, accurately, and securely.
Tymnet was established 20 years ago by the
Tymshare company to support its own internal
activities. The components of the Tymnet
network are illustrated in Figure 1. Tymnetis
now a telecommunications service, used by
organisations, whereflexibility, functionality,
and changing requirements are important,
where telecommunicationshas a high strategic
 

Figure 1 Tymnet network components
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value, where customer needs are geographically
dispersed, and where multivendor technology
is involved.
Tymnet has two primary lines of business ♥
public data networkservices and private data
network systems. The market for public data
network services in the United States is worth
$450 million, of which Tymnet has 40 per cent
and Telenet a further 40 per cent. The market
is currently growing by between 10 and 15 per
cent per annum. There are now 2,000 cus-
tomers, with over 3,000 host computers, and
millions of end users. The market for private
network services in the United States is worth
$400 million, of which Tymnet has about
15 per cent.
Tymnetis a centrally controlled network, with
many access nodes. Currently, there are five
separate supervisor nodes, of which only one
is in control. The active supervisor node
regularly sends ☁sleeping pills☂ to the other
supervisor nodes. If a ☁sleeping pill☂ is not
received, the other supervisor nodesinitiate a
controlled-takeover procedure. This takes one
minute, during which no new calls to the
networkare accepted. Control responsibility is
passed to a new supervisor node ina controlled
way. There has been no total failure of the
networkin 19 years.
Tymnet places great emphasis on software
control, especially in thefield of security. When-
ever a user attempts to gain access to the
network, he must enter a user name/password
combination. The supervisor node checks these
and determinesthe user☂s allowed destination.
If the user does not have a valid name/pass-
word combination,heis allowed three attempts
at entry andis then barred from further entry.
In answerto a question, Mr Bambergsaid that
the United States is becoming increasingly
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security-conscious, especially as there is a trendaway from private to public communicationsservices.

Financial transaction services
The second presentation, on financial-trans-action services, was given by Jace Cuni, Vice-
President, Sales Network Applications. Mr Cunidescribed the three financial-transaction
services that are handled by McDonnell Douglas
Payment Systems Company (MDPSC).Thefirst
service is point-of-sale (POS) authorisation for
paymentcards. There are 150,000 POS terminals
connected via Tymnet to an MDPSCswitch that
distributes authorisation requests to the various
card services. Sixty-five different types of POS
terminalare supported, and the service supports
27 of the top 50 banks in the United States.
The secondservice is electronic draft capture.
This replaces paper payment vouchers with
electronic vouchers, and is an automated
method for capturing and balancing non-cash
transactions at POS terminals. This service has
grownveryrapidly since the end of 1986, and
it now accountsfor over 60 per cent of all new
business.
Thethird service is called TeleCheck. This is a
cheque-guarantee and payment service for
retail merchants. In 1988, TeleCheckguaranteed 74.4 million cheque payments,worth $7.7 billion, and there are now 94,000merchantslinked to this system. Currently, this
service generates a bad debt of approximately0.4 per cent.
In the longer term, MDPSCintendsto capture
not only payment and customer information,
but also information on the goodssold. Clearly,
it is positioning itself to control the flow ofinformation across the interfaces between
traditionalindustries suchas retail and banking.
Electronic messaging
The third presentation, on electronic messaging,
was given by Nancy Browning, Marketing
Manager, Applied Communications Services.
Shesaid that thereis a continuum of messaging
services from text messaging,via file transfer,
corporate applications interchange, corporate
information access, and proprietary EDI, to
standard EDI. She suggested that the reasons
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why a third party should use a store-and-
forwardservice are:

♥ Insufficient in-house capabilities.

♥ Limited in-house network connectivity.
♥ Security.
♥ Limited staff experience and expertise,

especially in the field of data com-
munications and messaging.

Text messaging andfile transfer are used for
sales-force communication, financial reporting,
and communications with suppliers and
customers. Corporate-applications interchange
is used for sales reporting from POS devices,
remote order entry, and invoicing and inventory
management for distributors. Corporate-information accessis used for software updates,
inventory status, and pricing updates. EDIisused for exchange of business documents
between computers in a standard format. She
said that the MDISCservice, EDI*NET,will be
based, from July 1989, solely on Tandem
computers. The keysto integration of all thesemessaging services are the X.400 standard for
electronic mail and the X.12 standard for
business documents.

US communications regulatory
environment
Jo Ann Couche, Director of Regulatory Affairs,
then gave an extremely witty presentation onthe somewhat dry subject of the regulatory
environment. She identified the key policy
makers in the United States as the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), Judge
Green, responsible for the modified final
judgement on AT&T divestiture, the US
Congress, and the State Public Utility Com-
missions. She identified the key forces in the US
telecommunications market as the divestitureof AT&T, the worldwidetrendto deregulation,
the impactof service-access charges, and the
intentions to develop an open network
architecture. She said that there is a tussle in
the marketplace between AT&T, which
provides long-distance services, the regional Bell
operating companies, which may manufacture
equipmentand provide interexchange services
and information, and the public.
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She concluded with the following observations.
First, the regional Bell operating companieswill
gradually be deregulated and their entry into
new network services will continue. Second, the
global trend towards deregulation of basic
services will affect the United States ♥ local
exchange rates will increase and long-distance
rates will decline andstabilise. Third, the US
Congress will attempt to passlegislation to limit
Judge Green☂s authority, and his response will
be to relax restrictions but to retain authority.
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Fourth, non-structural safeguards will replace
structural separations. Fifth, users will continue
to be confused and will pay more for their
services.

Global networking

Thefinal presentation on global networking was
given by Mike Rude, Director, International
Business Development. He described Tymnet
services outside the United States.
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Intel was founded in 1968, with the mission of
exploiting the potential of large-scale integration
oftransistors into silicon chips. It was originally
a supplier of semiconductor memory for
mainframe computers and minicomputers, but
has become one of the leading suppliers of
microcomputers. Intel☂s growth in revenues and
net income faltered in 1985 and 1986, but
recovered in 1987 and 1988, owing largely to
the launching of the 286 and 386 processors.
Other noteworthy statistics on Intel are:
♥ Overhalf (57 per cent) ofits 1988 sales were

in North America, 24 per cent in Europe,
7 per cent in the Asia/Pacific area, and 11
per cent in Japan.

♥ Sales are to OEM companies who in-
corporate them into their products.
Seventy-five per cent of sales are made to
computer companies, 10 per cent to
industrial companies, and 8 per cent to
communication companies, and the
remaining seven per cent is split between
automotive, military, and consumer
applications.

♥ Expenditure on R&D was $318 million in
1988.

♥ The company☂sstrategy is to maintain staff
at about the currentlevel of 20,000, using
subcontractors to cope with additional
demands, where necessary.

Productofferings
Intel☂s products fall into three groups: superchip
sets, embedded controllers, and processors used
as the basis for microcomputers. The presenta-
tion concentrated on the 32-bit 386 chip family,
now being shipped, and the powerful 486, for
which systems should begin to be shipped by
1990. The 286is seen as being suitable for the
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low end of the PC market. Figure 1 shows how
the density of chips has grown.
Intel☂s view is that the market is moving to
32-bit ♥ hence the success of the 386. Every
major software vendoris writing 32-bit soft-
ware. The price/performance ratio of Intel☂s
32-bit processors is shown in Figure 2. The 386
also offers the capability to run multiple
applications from different operating systems
concurrently, such as MS-DOSand OS/2, or MS-
DOS and Unix. (Intel has joined both Unix
International and the Open Software Foun-
dation, as it believes that although one Unix
standard would be preferable, twois better than
the multitude that have growninto existence.)
Intel☂s ultimate aim is to dominate the Unix
market, with DOS and OS/2 seen principally as
a commercial stopgap. Figure 3 shows the choice
of software on different Intel chip generations,
and the superiority, in this respect, of the 386.
Essentially, the 386 will be priced to replace the
high end of the 286 market.Intel☂s expectation
is that, by 1992, more than 50 per centof all
PC shipmentswill be based on the 386, with the
486 accounting for around 20 per cent. The 486
is designed for the high end of the market ♥ for
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Figure 2 32-bit performance for everyone
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Figure 3 Not all software runs onall sytems
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BUT THE INTEL386FAMILY RUNS ALL SOFTWARE   
example, workstations, minicomputers, and
high-end PCs. With more than one million
transistors, the 486 microprocessor provides 50
times the performanceof the original PCs. The
objective is to achieve 100 per cent compatibility
from laptop to mainframe. There are 25 million
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PC users and a $15 billion software base, so
compatibility protects the users☂ investments
and offers them a choice of vendors. The 386
can multi-task all MS-DOSapplications, enabling
the user to move rapidly from task to task.

Intel Scientific Computers
Intel Scientific Computers was formed in 1987
to sell large-scale parallel computer systems. In
1985, the iPSC/1 was launched,followed,at the
end of 1987, by the iPSC/2. In October 1988,
concurrent I/O facilities for the iPSC/2 were
introduced, which provide mass-storage options,
giving the system the potential of 500 gigabytes
total disc capacity. Typical characteristics of the
iPSC/2 are:
♥ Numberof processors: 16 to 128.
♥ Peak processing power: 64 to 512 mips;

4 to 1,280 megaflops.
♥ Memorysize: 16 to 2,048 megabytes.
♥ Storage: 1.2 to 512 gigabytes.
Theprice ranges from $185,000 to $2,000,000,
although customers typically pay about
$500,000. Figure 4, overleaf, shows price/
performance compared with other machines.
There are 170 iSC systemsinstalled worldwide,
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Figure 4 Today☂s iPSC/2:price/performance advantage
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some 48 per cent of which are in universities,
30 per cent in government, and 22 per cent in
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industry. Major applications are in fluid
dynamics,seismic analysis, reservoir modelling,
and molecular modelling.
Intel also explained ☁investment engineering☂,
a potential class of applicationsin the financial
world, which needsto process large volumesofdata in real time, and hence requires
sophisticated analytical techniques and large-scale computational facilities. Example appli-cations include:
♥ Adjustable-rate mortgages (complexitysolved via Monte Carlo simulations).
♥ Portfolio valuation (each security inde-

pendently evaluated simultaneously).
♥ Mortgage-backed security pricing.
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Kyle Sturzenbecker, Director of National Sales,
began by describing the background to the
company. It was formed by Dr Mysel in 1981,
and from the outset, sought to develop
phonetically based speech-recognition systems.
Theinitial technology was developed during the
period 1981/1983, and during 1984/1985, the
company complemented its technical skills base
with marketing and financial management
skills. Prior to bringing the product to market
in 1986, some $8 million had been invested in
product development. The company now sees
itself as a research organisation, working in
partnership with system builders, and using its
PE200 system to develop specialised speech-
based applications.It is expecting to break even
by 1990.

The speech-recognition technologies
The speech-recognition technologies can be
broken into three distinct areas:

♥ Speech recognition, which is the process of
recognising speech patterns and converting
them into textual representation.

♥ Speech playback, which is the ability to
retrieve a stored voice, andto retrieve and
play back voice ☁images☂.

♥ Speech synthesis, which is the ability to
convert stored text into simulated speech.

These technologies, while separate, are com-
plementary, providing the ability to add speak-
ing andlistening functions to computer systems.

Application potential
The applications of speech recognition are
beginning to develop rapidly, and three main
areas were described:
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Speech Systems

♥ Applications that require mobility or where
the system user☂s handsare busy. The use
of speech-recognition systemsin this area
can be compared with portable data
capture.

♥ Automation, where speech recognition can
be adapted to replace repetitive tasks.
Speech Systems has been active, here, in
the training of air-traffic controllers.

♥ Broadening the access to computer systems
by using the voice medium. One of the
benefits of this method of accessing
computer systemsis ease of use. However,
this is still a very costly facility, and is
unlikely to be available in the foreseeable
future.

While speech-recognition systems have been
available for some time, they have generally
been prohibitively expensive. However,this is
changing, and it is predicted that there will be
a huge growthin the market for speech systems
in the 1990s. As a consequenceof developments
in chip technology, the price/performanceratio
for chips is improving at a rate of 40 per cent
per annum, and by 1992, it is predicted that
15 mips will be available for about $2,000,
making the provision of speech-based systems
economically viable for a wide range of appli-
cations. The basic technology is now stabilising,
andit is likely that workstation vendors will
include speech-processing capabilities in order
to add value to what will increasingly become
commodity hardware products.

Technology comparison and competition
One of the advantages claimed by Speech
SystemsInc for its technology is thatit is both
speaker-independent and vocabulary-inde-
pendent. Speaker independence meansthat the
machine does not need to be trained to
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understand the user☂s voice in advance, andvocabulary independence means that themachine has been taught to recognise words.
The products are therefore general-purpose,although most of the current applications arespecialised and are based on knowledgeof theapplication being embedded into thevocabulary.
The technologies used by speech-based systems,
and some of the vendors, are shown in
Figure 1. Speech SystemsIncbelievesthat it has
little competition in the marketplace, because
the only productof anysignificance is from IBM,
and this product is based on probablistic
interpretation. Mr Sturzenbeckerillustrated the
deficiencies of the technique by asking the
audience which number waslikely to follow
three, in a speech-based system that was based
on probability. The answeris not four, as one
might imagine, but 60, because of the fact that
the IBM 360 is so often quoted that probablistic
interpretation results in 60 being chosen by the
system as the numberthat is most likely to
follow three.

Uses of speech systems
Five examplesof the use of speech systems were
quoted:
♥ Speech-to-text processing. This technology

is used in radiology, quality assurance
inspection, annotation, and order entry.

♥ Conversationaluser input. In this environ-
ment, speechis understood by the machine,
andthis leads to the machine☂s responding
in the required manner.It is applied in the
command-and-control systems usedin air-
traffic control, and also in CAD, whereit
is possible to dispense with menus and
mouse control.
 

Figure 1 Speech-based systems: technologies and
vendors
 Technology base
 ☁State transition modelPhonetic model. (probabilistic interpretation)Word model
 Speaker-independent Xx X
 Vocabularyindependent Xx
 

☁Speaker-dependent x
 

Vocabulary-dependent ne xX
 

IBM, BBN, CMIS      Vendors Speech SystemsInc
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♥ Vocabulary retrieval. In this application
area, speech-based systems can be used for
databaseretrieval, and Speech SystemsInc
is currently working with Natural Language
Inc. Applications are likely to be in pub-
lishing, media, and general-purpose,public,
database-access systems.

♥ Speech to word to speech. Becauseof the
technology used by Speech SystemsInc,it
is possible to code speech represented in
text format by using data-compression
techniques. As a result, the bandwidth
requirement for speech transmission can begreatly reduced.Thisis likely to find appli-cations in the telecommunications
marketplace. The same technology can be
used for language translation.

♥ Speech to speech. This application of the
technology would be used for voice-store-
and-forward systems. Because voice would
be translated to compressed textual repre-sentation, there is a significant reduction
in the level of disc storage needed.

Current projects
Manyof the projects that Speech Systems Incis working on are currently covered by non-disclosure agreements, although three projects
were described:
♥ Federal Aviation Authority, which isdeveloping training systemsfor air-traffic

controllers.
♥ NASA,whichis developing a training and

simulation environment.
♥ Department of Education, which is

developing a computerised language-
competency assessment centre.

The US Defense Advanced Research ProjectsAgency (DARPA)is also funding a great deal ofgeneral language-based research,in conjunctionwith Speech Systems Inc.
Mr Sturzenbecker described the technologycomponents of the company☂s product. Theseare shownin Figure 2, and discussed below:
♥ Continual speech is transmitted, via aheadset containing a microphone, to aphonetic engine (or speech encoder). Thisdevice takes out word breaks and rep-resents speech in phonetic codes, which
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Figure 2 Components of the Speech Systems Inc
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are passed to a workstation. During the
presentation, Study Tour delegates saw a
demonstration, using a 3-mips Sun 360
workstation running Unix. The software on
this machineconsists of a phonetic decoder,
a dictionary, and a syntax ☁code book☂, as
well as the user application. During the
demonstration, a numberof delegates used
the speech-recognition system, and despite
their different accents, were able to com-
municate successfully with the machine.

♥ A dictionary on the machine consists of
some 30,000 words, against which the
phonetics arriving at the workstation via
the speech encoder are compared and
understood. For specific applications, a sub-
set of additional wordsis installed in the
machine.

♥ Thesyntax-checking facility isa knowledge-
based system that works by word associ-
ation to interpret homonyms correctly
(words that sound the same but that have
different meanings) ♥ for instance, ☁two☂,
☁too☂, and ☁to☂. By word-association
methods, the correct version can be
derived. Similarly, variations in pro-
nunciation are dealt with by this software.
For instance, the word ☁government☂ is
often said in America as ☁govment☂. The
system hasthe capability of reconcilingthis.
By the same process, words such as ☁um☂
and ☁ah☂, often embeddedin normal speech,
can be omitted.

During questions, delegates asked whether
background noise affected the ability of the
system to recognise speech. It does, but the
technology is being developed to enhance the
quality of the speech that reaches the phonetic
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engine rather than to remove backgroundnoise,
and there are likely to be technological
developments in this area.

Demonstrations
The applications that were demonstrated were:
♥ Air-traffic control. Aircraft movements

were controlled by speech, which was
interpreted by a computer system.Thisis
a highly specialised application that is based
on a large numberof pre-defined speech
rules that apply in the areaof air-traffic
control. However, the methodof interface
with the system was through continuous
speech throughout.

♥ As a front end to the Intergraph CAD
product, where speech commands were
used instead of the functions that would
normally be controlled by the mouse, such
as setting a template, changing line rep-
resentations and line widths, and zooming
in and zooming out on detail.

♥ Information retrieval. This application
showed how voice could be used to select
from a menu, and thusretrieve information
from a database. The system demonstrated
its ability to ask for the inputto be repeated
if it had little confidence in being able to
understand the original input. Another
application for information retrieval would
be to position speech-based systems in
shopping malls, where shoppers would be
able to enquire about the availability of
products and receive informationon special
offers available.

It was pointed out, however, that the demon-
stration system operated at only one-third of the
speed that would normally be employed in a
commercial application.
In summary, Mr Sturzenbecker commented on
the cost of speech-based systems, which are
currently about $8,500 for the voice-recognition
hardware and software to ☁front-end☂ an
existing workstation. To this would need to be
added the cost of the application-software
development. The hardware costs are high at
present because of the small volumesthat are
currently being built. They are likely to fall to
between $5,000 and $6,000 very shortly, and
as low as $3,000 when volume manufacturing
commences.
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It was again stressed that the applicationdepended more on software than on hardware,and as such,it is likely to be marketed as anadded-value product by workstation vendors inthe future. In responseto a question about the
use of parallel-processing techniques, it was
pointed out that chip-technology developments,
andin particular, the recent release of the 860
chip from Intel offering 33 mips, were likely to
offer a muchbetter price/performance than was
available from using parallel-processing
techniques.
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In conclusion, Mr Sturzenbeckerpredicted that
speech-based systems would become
commonplace in the early 1990s. He drew an
analogy with the evolution of graphics
technology, which wasoriginally sponsored by
the US Airforce. This technology is now in
commonuse in manysectors of the computer
industry. The samethingis likely to happen to
speech technology, which is being used inspecialised applications at the moment, butis
likely to become widespread andto find general-purpose applications in the very near future.
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Pixar was formed in 1986 from a group that
originated at Xerox PARC and had been working
together for 15 years. The prime investor in
Pixaris Steve Jobs, and Pixaris a sister company
of NeXT.
Alvy Ray Smith of Pixar said that he had two
objectives in giving his presentation. Thefirst
wasto explain the essential difference between
the twosidesof image processing ♥ geometrical
modelling, and imaging. The second was to
☁calibrate☂ our minds,in termsof the difficulty
of creating realistic images and the amount of
processing power required.

The two sides of image processing are rep-
resented in Figure 1. The geometrical modelling
domainis concerned with representing objects
by meansoflines, polygons, surfaces, and three-
dimensional drawings. Surface colour and
texture,light source, and atmospheric haze can
all be represented in the model. The imaging
domain is concerned with representing pictures
in arealistic way. The componentsof the picture
have no individual identity; they are
represented simply by thousands of picture
elements (pixels), which are merely coloured
dots filling a two-dimensional or three-
dimensional space. The process of making
geometrical models look realistic is called
rendering, and the reverse process of extracting
a discrete object from an amorphous mass of
pixels is called feature extract or pattern
recognition. The dotted line in the figure
separates the world of computer graphics from
the world of image processing. The former
includes most of the activities of geometrical
modelling and

a

little of imaging; the latter
contains most of imaging and a little of
modelling.

Pixar has proposed

a

set of standards to define
the interface between modelling and rendering.
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Figure 1 The two sides of image processing
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These are the RenderManstandards, and they
are increasingly being accepted by the image-
processing industry. Mr Smith drew the analogy
between RenderMan and Postscript, which is
now the accepted standard for defining what
a page looks like, and has led to the develop-
ment of the desktop publishing industry.
MrSmith projected a series of beautiful photo-
graphs to illustrate various aspects of
geometrical modelling and image rendering.
Whereas geometrical models are created by
mathematical techniques, pixel images may be
created by scanning real objects in three
dimensions. He explainedthat, given sufficient
mathematical skill and processing power, a
picture built up from geometrical models can
lookasrealistic as a photographofa real object.
A picture of bicycles in a shop, for example, was
made up entirely of geometrical models, and
consisted of 40,000,000 polygons. A three-
minute animated film required the com-
putational power of six Cray and 15 VAX
supercomputers. To represent realtime images
at TV standard resolution requires between
1,000 and 3,000 mips.
Until very recently, this kind of processing
power has not been available to the image
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industry, nor has there been the capability to
handle pixels in bulk. The Pixar image computer
has been designed to do this. The standard
24-megabyte model can store 4,000,000 colour
or 16,000,000 monochromepixels. This would
be required to represent a 256 x 256 x 256 block
of three-dimensionalspace. Its architecture has
beenspecially designed to process pixels and so
providerealistic rendering. The standard model
costs $29,500, and is used as a front end to a
graphics workstation, which might be a Sun or
MicroVAX machine.

Pixar☂s missionis to get high-quality pictures on
to every desktop.Pixar will not sell to end users,
but it will make its skills and technology
available to workstation suppliers who wish to
enter the imaging market. This market will
consistinitially of designers and architects who
wish to represent the real look of a product
before it is manufactured. There is also a
specialised niche in medicine, where radiologists
need to represent a human body in three
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dimensions so as to locate injuries or tumours
without invasive surgery. The image computer
has also found applications in areas like fault
detection in turbine blades and in rocket
engines.

Mr Smith endedhis presentation by predicting
that the 1990s will be dominated by graphics.
Realistic rendering and visualisation will start
to have an impactwithin five years, and within
10 years, will be commonplace. The
workstations displaying the best pictures will be
the most successful products. Pixar intends to
supply the technology that will create this new
industry. Mr Smith ended by showing three
short animationfilms, the most recent of which
won an Oscar. They werefully computed,in the
sense that every image wascreated within the
computer, rather than via external
photography. Very little of Pixar☂s businessis
in the film industry, but it makes such films
periodically to putits skills and technology on
display.
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The opening presentation was given by Paul
Newton,President and Chief Executive Officer,
whointroduced Relational Technology Inc (RTI)
and the Ingres product line. RTI provides a
family of software products for database
management and application development. The
company was foundedin 1980 and is now one
of the world☂s top 20 software companies.It is
a leading supplier of software tools to users of
Digital VAX computers, and minicomputers
running the Unix operating system. Its products
are also available on mainframes, other
minicomputers, workstations, and personal
computers from many suppliers.

Mr Newtonsaid that relational data manage-
ment is now the fastest-growing sector of the
market for data managementtools, out-selling
conventional systems by five to one. He said
that the marketfor relational database manage-
ment systems breaks downintothree parts. The
first contains management systems that con-
centrate on data enquiry and analysis for
decision support. The principal suppliers in this
part are Informix and Ashton Tate. The second
part contains management systems for mainline
production applications. The main suppliers are
IBM, Digital Equipment, RTI, and Oracle. The
third part contains products for high-per-
formance, online, teleprocessing applications.
The main suppliers here are Tandem and
Sybase.

The market for mainline production applications
is the largest and fastest-growing part of the
market. RTI has to compete with IBM andDigital
in this sector, but it sees Oracle as its main
competitor. Mr Newton said that the main
product requirements to compete in this sector
are:
♥ A fast, ruggedised, industrial-strength,

processing engine.
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♥ Integrated application developmenttools.
♥ The ability to fit into a complex user

environment.
♥ The ability to extend the product into the

field of object management and knowledge
management.

He then described the evolution of database
management systems over three generations,
each generation aiming to cope more adequately
with high transaction volumes and complex
working environments, with many different
types of hardware and software environments.
Mr Newton then briefly outlined the family of
Ingres application-developmenttools. This com-
prises CASE design tools, prototyping tools,
fourth-generation production languages, and
high-performance languages for performance
tuning. Hesaid that the Ingres family forms an
integratedset,all of which have the same look
and feel, and all of which interface with the
same data dictionary system.
The second presentation was given by Dr
Michael Stonebreaker, who was one of the
foundersof RTI. Hesaid that, in the future, data
managementtools will need to be able to handle
not only data management, but also object
management and knowledge management.
He also showed how the capability of
Version 6 of Ingres, which has only recently
been released, will be developed over the next
five years. He described Version6 as☁the Sybase
killer☂. It already has significant performance
advantages and it has been written to include
object-managementcapability. Dr Stonebreaker
said that providing this capability had required
a complete re-write of the product, and he
believed that this gave RTI a two-year
advantage overits competitors who do not yet
include this capability.
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All the currentrelational database management
systems are designed to handle business data
processing applications, and do not have the
capability to handle objects such as geometrical
models in CAD applications, or text, or spatial
data in geographical information systems. Dr
Stonebreakerillustrated this by showing how
difficult it would be to handle a relatively simple
geometrical problem using conventional SQL,
and how easyit would be with object-manage-
ment capabilities. He said that the main benefits
of object management are that it facilitates
efficient managementof more general kinds of
information andit provides reusable code that
can be shared throughout many applications.

Dr Stonebreakerthen illustrated some of the
concepts of knowledge management. He
included allerters, figures, forward chaining,
backward chaining, super views and exceptions.
Again, he said that conventional relational
database managementsystems are not able to
handle these concepts easily, whereas systems
designed for knowledge management would be
able to do so. The new version of Ingres,
available later this year, will have theability to
handle all three dimensions ♥ data manage-
ment, object management, and knowledge
management. He predicted that there would be
a spate of announcements from other suppliers
as they attemptto providethesefacilities using
various supersets of SQL that will be
incompatible.

In the final part of his presentation, Dr
Stonebreakerillustrated how it is possible to
save two orders of magnitude in hardwarecost.
First, main memory is falling in cost to around
$500 per megabyte. This implies that we should
be thinking in terms of gigabytes of main-
memory storage, so that databases with high
transaction volumesshould be resident in main
memory. However,this implies that it would be
desirable to have uninterruptible power sup-
plies. It also implies that the current optimiser
routines in database management systemswill
need to evolve, from handling storage on
auxiliary discs to handling storage in main
memory. Second,hesaid that the cost of central
processing units is falling to below $5,000 per
mip, and even as low as $1,000 per mip. This
trendis illustrated by Joy☂s Law,established by
Bill Joy of Sun Microsystems, whosaid that chip
performancecan be predicted by the equation:
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Single chip performance = 2", where n equals
current year minus 1984.
Thus,today, in 1989, chip performanceshouldbe 2? = 32 mips.
Chips with this sort of performance will be
available this year. This high level of per-
formance is being achieved with ReducedInstruction Set Chip (RISC) architecture rather
than conventional chip architecture. Processor
vendorsare therefore dividing into two groups
♥ those using proprietary conventional chip
architectures designed before 1984 (including
Intel 80XX, Motorola 68XXX, VAX, 370, AS400,
PS/2), and those using RISC. In general, RISC-
based processors run three times asfast as non-
RISC-based processors. Because RISC chips are
simpler and easier to design, RISC processors
based on them will develop faster than their
non-RISC equivalents.
Figure 1 showstheprice per mip, across various
speed ranges, of some of the popular processor
models. It illustrates vividly that RISC-based
processorsare 10 to 50 times cheaper than non-
RISC processors with the same speed. Hesaid
that several vendors are now building shared-
memory multiprocessors, using RISC chips, that
sell at around $2,000 per mip. In answerto a
question, Dr Stonebreaker agreed that his figure
wasslightly over-simplified. The key factor is
transactions per second per dollar. However,
the overall trend is quite clear ♥ all users should
be planning how to transfer from proprietary
hardware architectures to RISC-based
architectures, because RISC chips will become
universal commodity products.
 

Figure 1 RISC chips provide much better
price/performancethan otherarchitectures
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Dr Stonebreakersaid that all the vendors with
proprietary architectures now havestrategies
for basing their future products on RISC, while
maximising their revenues from existing
products. Intel will moveto the 860 family, and
Motorola to the 88000 family. Digital is already
offering RISC-based workstations. He expects
an aggressive announcement from IBM,
probably a PC/RT workstation running AIX,
shortly. Ultimately, OS/2 will have to be
modified so that it can run on RISC
architectures, andthis will addto its uncertainty
as a mainline IBM product.
In answerto a question, Dr Stonebreaker agreed
that users with simple needs will be well
supported by 386/486-based products, but mips
are addictive, and once users get used to high-
quality graphical interfaces, to multi-user multi-
tasking, and to high-performance workstations,
their demand for powerwill be insatiable.
Hesaid that a universal, server-based operating
environment is more functional and practical
than a proprietary workstation-based operating
environment, such as OS/2. Unix is the only
universal environment on offer, and RTI is
betting that Unix will win. He said that many
database vendors, including RTI, will provide
high-performance transaction-processing
capability for Unix. He commented that the
apparent differences between OSF and Unix
International are more political than real, and
that, ultimately, the market will demand a
single version of Unix, capable of running on the
cheapest RISC chip available.
Dr Stonebreakerthen said that the third way
to save cost and improve performance was by
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using arrays of multiple 3.5☝ disc drives. All sizes
of disc drives now have the samecost per byte,
reliability, latency, and data-transfer rate.
However, to store, for example, 7.5 gigabytes
would require either one 14☝ conventional drive
or 75 PC-type 3.5☝ drives. The advantages of
using an array of small drives are that they
provide many more read heads (and can
therefore access data faster), they require less
space, and they consume much less power.
Their disadvantageis that the total array is less
reliable than a single drive. This problem may
be overcomeby storing data ☁horizontally☂, with
the bits for one byte being stored on five
separate drives including a parity drive, rather
than ☁vertically☂, with all the bits stored on a
single drive. This change would greatly increase
data resilience, allowing data to be recon-
structed using the parity drive in the event of
a head crash, and would also avoid the need for
data mirroring.

Dr Stonebreaker summarised by saying that
the way to ☁run blindingly fast and cheap☂
was:
♥ To moveto RISC architecture.

♥ To use gigabytes of main memory.

♥ To use arrays of 3.5☝ drives.

Delegates commented afterwards that this
presentation perhaps provided an answer to
their questions about the motives of the OSF
sponsors. They wondered if OSF was part of
IBM☂s strategy for transferring to RISC.
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Tania Anochaev, Chairman, President, and
CEO,gaveanintroduction to Natural Language
Inc (NLD).Shesaid that the opportunity for the
creation of NLI came aboutas theresult of the
convergence of a number of market forces ♥
in particular, the growth of departmental pro-
cessing, the growth of powerful workstations
(particularly those running Unix), the emer-
gence of SQL as an industry standard database
language, the growth in the market for
relational database management systems, and
the storageof strategic informationin relational
databases. This convergence is creating a
demandfor easy access to information from an
increasing number of non-computer pro-
fessionals. NLI provides a family of information-
management products that allow computer
users simultaneous access to a heterogeneous
mix of databases on either remote or local
computers.
NLI products
NLI☂s principal product is Natural Language.
Thisis an intelligent interface, providing access
to relational databases by translating con-
versational English into SQL. NLI claims thatit
is the only commercially available information-
access product that requires no end-user
training, since queries and responsesare all
posed in conversational English. Natural
Language resides on a workstation, is able to
accessall the majorrelational database manage-
ment systemsusing their own version of SQL,
can be easily transferred to different operating
systems and hardware,and allows concurrent
and transparent access to multiple, hetero-
geneous, relational databases.
Other associated products are:
♥ NLI Connector, which is an interactive

knowledge-basedtool that is used to define
and modelthe relationships in a specific
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database. It is used to provide Natural
Language with the additional vocabulary
and concepts required to handle specific
types of database.

♥ NLI Gateway, which is an interface that
allows Natural Languageto run on avariety
of relational databases.

♥ NLI Database Interface, which generates
the specific SQL commandsfor each type
of relational database.

The product set costs $17,000 upwards, depend-
ing on the hardware used and the number of
connected workstations.

The future market
The needfor these products is demonstrated by
a recent survey of Fortune 500 companiesin the
United States. Eighty-one per cent will have
applications that access data from more than
one computer. Sixty-two per cent will require
access to data on different vendors☂ computers.
Eighty-four per cent will have applications
accessing data from different databasesandfile
systems.
The marketforrelational database management
systems will have grownto nearly $6 billion by
1992 (see Figure 1). The market for database
tools will have grownto over $13 billion by 1991
(see Figure 2). Of this, NLI believes that it will
achieve a share worth $300 million. However,
in addition to the market for natural-language
access to relational databases, there will also be
the larger and complementary market for
information services, advisory systems, and
speechinterfaces (see Figure 3). NLI sees market
opportunities especially in manufacturing,
pharmaceuticals, insurance, financial services,
telecommunications, consumer goods, health
care, and government.
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Figure 1 Forecast market for database management

systems, 1987-1992  
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Figure 2 Forecast market for database tools (includes
all database-related products)
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Relationships with other companies
and equipment
NLI has formedstrategic alliances with major
software vendors(including Oracle, Relational
Technology, Sybase, Informix, and Microsoft),
and with hardware vendors, including Sun,
Digital Equipment, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard.

Currently, NLI products support 11 operating-
system environments, including MVS, VM, VMS,
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Friday 19 May: Natural Language

OS/2, and various versions of Unix. They
support nine relational database management
systems, including Digital☂s RDB, Ingres,
Informix, IBM☂s DB2, Oracle, and Sybase. They
support five communication network protocols,
including asynchronous, SNA LU6.2, TCP/IP,
and DecNet. They also support ten different
ranges of hardware, including Apple Macintosh,
Digital VAX, Hewlett-Packard 9000, IBM 370,
IBM P82, and Sun.

The company
NLIis a private company, funded with venture
capital. It was foundedfive years ago, and now
has a staff of 47 (expected to increase to 65 by
the end of 1989). It started selling products
during 1988, and currently has 50 ☁blue chip☂
customers, mainly in North America. NLI has
considered the possibility of creating foreign-
language versionsof its products, but it would
need to rewrite at least one-third of the program
logic, and would consider doing this only as a
joint venture with foreign partners.It has also
considered the possibility of linking its Natural
Language query tools with speech-recognition
products(such as those demonstrated during the
Study Tour by Speech SystemsInc). NLI has five
offices in the United States, and has also
appointed a distributor for Europe.
 

Figure 3 1992 potential market
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Demonstration of Natural Language
NLI demonstrated its Natural Language product,
using a simple database of personnel data ona
Compaq PC. When simple requestis typed in,
the system translates that request into terms
that it can understand. The translated request
is displayed so that the user can confirm that
this is exactly what he wants. The system will
then execute the request. If the system receives
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a request that it does not understand,it requests
more information. If it receives a request
containing a word that it cannot recognise,it
asksforclarification. It is possible for the user
to create a dictionary of synonymsfor the words
that the system does understand. All of the
requests and all of the answersare presented
in natural, conversational English. The system
is therefore extremely simple to understand and
to use.
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The Sybase presentations were given by Mark
Hoffman, President, Stu Schuster, Vice-
President of Marketing, and Bob Epstein,
Executive Vice-President.
Mr Hoffman began by positioning Sybase in the
market. He described it as the leading vendor
of high-performancerelational database systems
(RDBMSs) for online applications, using a
client/server architecture. Sybase was founded
in 1984 with venture-capital funding. Pro-
duction shipments began in May 1987. It is the
second-fastest-growing software organisation
(after Lotus). It expects that, by the end of 1989,
there will be around 1,000 Sybase customer
sites. Current staff of some 300 is expected to
grow to over 550 by the end of 1989.
In terms of market positioning and evolution,
Sybase recognised the need to move relational
databases into online systems. The first
relational database systemsin the early 1980s
were designed for a decision-support environ-
ment. From 1986 onwards,relational database
systems moved into online applications.
Sybase also recognised the trend from host
computing to network computing. Figure 1
 

Figure 1 Sybase☂s positioning in the database market
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shows a schematic of Sybase☂s positioning in the
database market, and Figure 2 showsthe growth
and relative positioning of different DBMSs to
1993. Sybase☂s objective is to achieve one-third
of the 1993 market for online RDBMSs, forecast
to reach $1,900 million by that time. Its
distribution strategy is based mostly on direct
sales, which account for some 70 per cent of
total sales. OEMs,international distributors, and
value-added retailers account for 10 per cent
each.
Sybase hasstrategic alliances with companies
like Microsoft, Ashton Tate, Apple, Sun, Status,
NeXT, Pyramid Technologies, and TRW. These
vendors are building interfaces to the Sybase
products.
Sybase☂s products are based on the conceptof
a ☁client/server☂ architecture (see Figure 3,
overleaf). The ☁clients☂ are powerful desktop
workstations; the ☁servers☂ are minicomputers,
mainframes, disc storage, and so on.
Sybase currently offers two products ♥ SQL
Server and SQL Toolset (see Figure 4, overleaf).
MrSchuster described how the Sybase product
offers:
♥ Scalable high performance.
 

Figure 2 RDBMS market projections
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Figure 3 Sybase client/server architecture
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Figure 4 Sybaseclient/server products
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= Window-Based
= Decision Support
= Application Development
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= Performance
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= Availability

Open Tools Interface = Open Distributed   
♥  Server-enforced integrity.
♥ Multi-level security.
♥ High availability.
♥ Opendistribution.
♥ Window-basedtools.
Sybase products can perform in a host computer
as well as in a networked-computing environ-
ment.

Current performanceis five transactions per
second per mips. Integrity is server-enforced,
and online maintenance, recovery, and fault
tolerance are provided for. Sybase intends to
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provide the capability to integrate its own
workstation presentation with the workstation
interface being used (for example, DEC
Window, OS2/Presentation Manager, OSF/
Motif).
Sybase☂s vision of the future software world is
based on:
♥ Unix (both OSF and Unix International).
♥ Os2.
♥ VMS.
♥ IBM (SAA).
The move towards ☁client/server☂ computing
that Sybase foresees will mean many changes.
Tt will not simply be a matter of adding a
network to a system, but will involve separating
the applications into their logical components.
Instead of system programmersand application
programmers, there will be client programmers
and server programmers. It also means that
RDBMSsmustkeep the application level simple,
and hide the complexity in the network.
Transaction control must be moved outof the
application. Client computing will be driven by
users whoare unlikely to be persuaded to adopt
a standard they do not want, andarelikely to
wish to continue to use what they know. Server
computing will be driven by the more
quantifiable issues of performance,reliability,
and connectability.
Sybase☂s target markets are financial services
(asset-management, security-trading, and cus-
tomer-service applications), manufacturing and
distribution (CIM, inventory-control, and point-
of-sale applications), telecommunications(net-
work-management, problem-tracking, and
installation-scheduling applications), and
government (command-and-control, logistics,
and intelligence applications). Its client list is
impressive and growing; 13 out of the top 15 US
trading companies use Sybase.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent managementcon-
sultancy and research organisation, specialising
in the application of information technology
within commerce, government, and industry.
The company offers a wide range of services
both to suppliers and users of this technology.
The Butler Cox Foundationis a service operated
by Butler Cox on behalf of subscribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on
behalf of subscribing members the opportunities
andpossible threats arising from developments
in the field of information systems.

New developmentsin technology offer exciting
opportunities ♥ and also pose certain threats
♥ for all organisations, whether in industry,
commerce, or government. New types of
systems, combining computers, telecommuni-
cations, and automated office equipment, are
becoming not only possible, but also
economically feasible.

As aresult, any manager whois responsible for
introducing new systemsis confronted with the
crucial question of how best to fit these
elements together in ways that are effective,
practical, and economic.

While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverseis true of people ♥ andthis applies both
to the people who design systems and those who
make use of them. At the same time, human
considerations become even more important as
people☂s attitudes towards their working
environment change.

These developmentsraise new questionsfor the
managerof the information systems function as
he seeks to determine and achieve the best
economic mix from this technology.
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Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in
the Butler Cox Foundation are large organi-
sations seeking to exploit to the full the most
recent developments in information systems
technology. An important minority of the
membership is formed by suppliers of the
technology. The membership is international
with participants from Australia, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
elsewhere.

The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by
Butler Cox and by the memberorganisations.
Each year Butler Cox drawsup a short-list of
topics that reflects the Foundation☂s view of
the important issues in information systems
technology andits application. Memberorgani-
sations rank the topics according to their own
requirements and as a result of this process
members☂ preferences are determined.
Before each research project starts there is a
further opportunity for members to influence
the direction of the research. A detailed
description of the project defining its scope and
the issues to be addressedis sent to all members
for comment.

The report series
The Foundation publishes six research reports
each year. The reports are intended to be read
primarily by senior and middle managers who
are concerned with the planningof information
systems. They are, however,written in a style
that makes them suitable to be read both byline
managers and functional managers. The reports
concentrate on defining key management issues
and on offering advice and guidance on how and
whento address those issues.
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